-INSIDEThe UNH football squad
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28.
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Crackdo wn at
Durham bars
I

By Erika Randmere
Four students were charged
with using false ID's at Nick's
Restaurant & Bar last Friday.
Twelve others are under investigation by the NH Liquor
Enforcement Commission.
"What is too bad," said Bob
Pierce, the arresting officer for
the Commission, "is that many
times students don't know the
repercussions, such as a criminal
record, which will follow thetn."
According to the law, anyone
who lends his driver's license
to a minor with the knowledge
that the person will use it to

obtain alcohol is guilty of a
misdemeaner.
The offense results in license
suspension for sixty days with
possibility of a $1,000 fine
and/ or one year in jail.
"Minors in connection with
alcohol related crimes are very
often treated as adults," Pierce
said.
"To just misrepresent your
age," said an of,f icial of the
Department of Motor Vehicles,
(DMV), "can lead to a fine of
$250." Second offenses can lead

PHONY, page 4

USNH divests from
S. African holdings
By Leonard E. Dodge
The Sullivan Principles,
University System of New adopted in 1977, are named after
Hampshire (USNH) invest- the Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, a
ments in American companies black American civil rights
doing business in South Africa leader who is a member of the
will be limited to firms which General Motors Board of Dihave signed the Sullivan Prin- rectors. The principles commit
ciples, under a policy passed by American companies doing busthe USNH Board of Trustees iness in South Africa to nonsegregation of the races in all
on June 20, 1985.

A new crackdown on the use of false identification at Durham's drinking establishments bas
begun. (David Drouin photo)
.

work facilities, to equal and fair
employment practices for all
workers, and training programs
that prepare blacks, coloured

Alcohol policy
discounts dorms
By Julie Barker
The proposal made on August
9 by Police Chief Paul Gowen
which redefines the Open Con~
tainer Law in Durham, hasn't
changed a thing within the
residence halls here at UNH
said Scott Chesney, interi~
director if Residential Life in
a recent interview.
. The approved proposal redefmes the ar~as where possessing.
~n open conta~ner is illegal.
The only place m the residence
halls that are public are the
lobbies. The hallways and bathrooms are still defined as
common areas and will not be
affected by the new policy," said
Chesney. However, Residential
Life's policy still states that
alcohol consumption is only
legal in the students' rooms and
only if he/ she is of age.
"The new ordinance affects the
town more than the dormitories. It's more for the protection
of.the b1:1ilding~ downtown,''
said MaJor Roger Beaudoin,
associate director of the Uni~ersity Public Safety Dept.
A~ far as the new drinking
age is concerned, this hasn't
changed alcohol policies at
UNH either - just the age has
changed, said Chesney. There

have been a few cases of alcohol
poisoning this year, but nothing
out of the ordinary from previous years, he said.
"Places like Jodi's don't help
the situation however, by delivering 20 cases of beer to a
dormitory loading dock," said
Chesney. He added that these
business establishments just see
students as dollars and are
primarily concerned with selling
their alcohol with little consideration for who's consuming the
drinks.
Larry Robbins, proprietor of
Jodi's denied knowledge of the
incident.
"There have been more arrests for unlawful possession,"
said Major Beaudoin, in regards
to the new 21 drinking age. "It
could turn into a problem, but
it has not significantly affected
UNH yet," he said.
"The new age is not going to
affect anyone. I( students want
to drink, they' re going to drink,"
said Torrey Johnson, a Resident
Assistant in Babcock. "Drinking
typically isn't a problem here,
because we' re all of age, but we
still have to adhere to the town

ALCOHOL, page 20
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Toss things ·around with the UNH Juggling .C lub
By R.u th Stearns
The University of New
Hampshire Juggling Club entered its sixth year with open
house juggling Wednesday
night Sept. 11 from 7-11 pm at
the MUB.
,
The Juggling Club is a student
run organization. However,
students and the general community are welcomed and invited to come and experience
the fun and recreation of juggling anytime , says Andy
Schwartz, club advisor.
1
Scwartz is a professional

showman who has performed bean . bags, mouth sticks and
for the Boston Children's Mu- spinner sticks.
seum and area schools, and is - This year, the UNH Juggling
affiliated with the famous Kit- Club became a member of the
chen Sink Mime Theater.
Inrernational Jugglers AssociPractices and juggling ses- ation, (IJA), Schwartz said. The
sions are informal, Schwartz Jugglers will have their names
said. Equipment is provided, and pfo.ced in the IJA computer
there are no cost or rules in- which s.e rves as a mailing lis.t
volved.
introducing local and distant
Both Schwartz and Club Pres- juggling clubs and conventions.
ident, Dave Hoffer are available This greatly benefits the club
to teach any beginning jugglers because it enables members to
how to improve their skills.
receive discounts on juggling
Schwartz and Hoffer are materials, Schwartz said.
skilled in juggling balls, clubs,
Schwartz said the Juggling

Club is eagerly anticipating the
"Third Almost Annual live
Free or Juggle" convention
planned for later this year.
The festival will take place
all day, May 10 and will feature
a special UNH Alumni guest,
Mark Nizer. Nizer's talent has

brought him great success performing throughout New England.
Schwartz said the UNH Juggling Club has high hopes of
making this the most active
juggling year ever.

New computer s
store map info
By Ed Garland
Projects such as a $ 5 million
groundwater mapping program
will be completed more eff iciently with the help of a new
$75,000 computer software system, ARC/INFO. ARC/INFO
was obtained by the Office of
State Plan!bing (OSP); but is
located at UNH's Complex
Systems Research Center.
According to staff writer and
editor for the Complex Systems
Center, John Grever, UNH is
handling the system because,
"We have been working with
the Office of State Planning for
a couple of years."

project)-will be one of the major
projects involving the system,"
'McLaughlin said. The state's
groundwater resources will be
compiled and maps will be
created from the information
gathered, he said.
McLaughlin said the
ARC/INFO system will gather
information on the state's terrain, vegetation, land use, soils,
wells and surface waters.
While the staff at the CSCR
work with the state in managing
the computer system, they will
also use the system in observing
the environment globally,
. McLaughlin said.

The system will help state
After the system's first year
planners prepare for growth of operation, McLaughlin said
and development in upcoming his off ice will consider requests
years, said McLaughlin, senior from other organizations to use
planner with the OSP.
. the ARC/INFO in the future.

Members of the UNH juggling club are hoping to attr~~t new members this year. (Kim Lodge
photo)

ARC/INFO is so advanced
McLaughlin said the system
that
it demands a six-inch thick
can locate rivers, forest boundries, combine or revise existing · stack of manuals as well .as a
two-week training course,
data or correct errors in data.
"It (groundwater m~pping McLaughlin said.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Reagan to visit NH
Governc;>r John Sununu said this past Wednesday

~ha~ P~es1dent. ~onald Reagan had accepted his

1~~1tat!on to. v1s1t New Hampshire. Reagan will
v1s1t this commg Wednesday at approximately noon.

Sununu said Reagan will give a major address
on' tax reform from the State House steps.
Reagan will most likely land in Air Force One
at Manchester Airport and then go to Concord and
the State House by helicopter or motorcade. This
plan is subject to revision by the Secret Service.

Duarte's daughter siezed
· The eldest daughter of Salvadoran President
Joseph Napoleon Duarte was kidnapped Tuesday
by two heavily armed men. The men dragged her
from her car and killed two of her bodyguards,
witnesses and authorities said.
.
Salvadoran officials said yesterday that the
kidnappers of Ines Guadalupe Duarte Duran had
not made contact with Government and that their
identity was unknown.

Surgery advised for
Mandela
Nelson Mandela, the black opposition leader
jailed in South Africa, has been advised by doctors
· to have an operation to remove an enlarged prostate
gland, his daughter said yesterday.
His daughter, Zenani Diamini, also said Mandela
has cysts on his liver and right kidney. She visited
her father at Pollsmoor Prison near Cape Town
with her sister and mother in a special visit granted
by prison authorities.
Mandela, who is the leader of the outlawed African
National Congress, was jailed 22 years ago for life
on sabotage and treason charges. The visit was the
first time the whole family had been together since
Mandela was jailed.

Rose breaks Cobb's
record
Pete Rose broke Ty Cobb's career mark for hits
Wednesday night in his first time at bat.
Rose, player/manager for the Cincinnati Reds,
singled to left center on a 2-1 pitch off Eric Show
of the San Diego Padres.The hit, which came in
the first inving, was the 4,192d of Rose's career,
and broke Cobb's 28 year old mark.

Less beer on tap
As a result of declining US production, world
beer production dropped in 1984 for the first time
. in ten years.

Manager chosen for
Dover
The Dover City Council has selected its new city
manager. Monday night Mayor Roger Whiting
announced after a one and a half hour closed session
that the council had agreed on one candidate.
Whiting refused to give details on the man chosen
from the four finalists to become manager.

Increased awareness of alcohol abuse and an aging
population in the US and saturated markets
worldwide are among the reasons for the drop.
World production declined from 25.69 billion
barrels to 25.58 billion barrels in 1983 according
to the US Brewers Association.
According to the association the US produced
5.7 billion gallons last year making it the largest
beer producer in the world. West Germany brewed
2.4 billion gallons and is the second-largest producer.
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DISPLAY ON INTERIOR MIRROR

Parkin g proble m not solved
By Leigh Hope
In spite of Patrick Miller's
(Executive of Facilities Services)
new ·parking and transit plan,
commuters are forced to park
in fields and on roadsides.

EAST PERMIT

-16 91
On-campus parking is .still a problem, according to University
officials and students. (David Drouin photo)
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Cars without permits are being
towed," said Beaudoin.
Both Miller and Beaudoin
agree that to really solve the
problem more parking spaces
must be built. Beaudoin said they
built an additional 200 over the
summer but they still need 1800
more. He said they will be
building more over the next 3
years.

The major contributing factor
to the lack of adequate parking
may possibly be attributed to
the parking permit per space
ratio. Carol Bergstrom, Assistant Director of Public Safety,
Lighting in A lot is also a
said there are 1.7 permits per ·
each space in East lot and three problem. Leigh Cummings, a
permits per space in West lot.
Bergstrom said these ratios are
increasing as more students buy
permits.
"The problem also stems
· from the overabundance of
illegally parked cars in the
various lots, especially the West
lots," said Roger Beaudoin,
Associate Director of Public
Safety. "Students are being
forced to park on the street and
in fields because- some cars are
parked illegally. Some of th~se
cars have temporary permits.

UNH staff member, saicf she":
was verbally assalted at 8:45pm
last Monday night by 4 college
men in a moving vehicle. She
said she had difficulty locating
her car in· the dark parking lot,
and felt panicked. Miller said
a half dozen spot lights should
be put in by November.
fn reference to the entire
parking situation Miller said,
"We will do something, I'm not
sure what, but there will be a
solution."

Univer sity sueing
for $1.4 million

By Andrea Holbrook
information and committed
A $1.4 million suit filed by libel by publishing and circuthe University of New Hamp- lating false material.
shire against four employees
CIID was a UNH organizaof the Center for Industrial and tion that provided research and
Institutional Development consulting opportunities for
(CUD), and the Durham Insti- professors. Donovan said Klotz
tute Inc. will be brought to took advantage of this opporStrafford ·County District Court tunity which he said would have
on October 15.
allowed Klotz access to CIID
In the suit, which was orig- funds. Klotz was not and never
inally filed inJuly of 1981, UNH had been employed by CUD.
Flygare said of the five people
system·allege sthattheCUDe mployees
and the two other corporations named in the suit, Klotz is the
were in breach of contract, only one still employed by
breach of fiduciary duty, and UNH.
I have beyond Alpha Phi. We interfered with contractual
The work CUD used to handle
reare in a growth mode and lationships. UNH is represent- is now handled
by the Consulthousing becomes a critical ques- ed by UNH counsel
ing Center, which started the
Thomas
tion,'' Kidder said.
Flygare.
year UNH filed its complaint
The sorority will be placing
Also named in the suit was against CUD.
posters in the dining halls and UNH Professor
According to Donovan the
Louis Klotz of
there will also be an information the-Civil Engineering
Depart- now defunct Durham Institute
session for the students Miller ment, who is
alleged to have was associated with UNH and
said.
used CUD funds for family trips. was originally established to be
Alpha Phi, an international
The four employees of CUD affiliated with CIID, "but it
sorority, was founded in 1872 and Klotz have
filed a $4 million didn't work out. Durham Instiat Syracuse University. The countersuit to be heard
at the tute, Inc. succeeded to it and is
original ten founders strove to - same time, claiming
that Uni- not associated with the Univerimprove themselves, their re- versity officials
damaged their sity." Durham Institute Irie. is
lationships with others, their professional
reputations and still in existence.
educational development and opened
Flygare said the UNH suit
them up to public ridtheir service to others.
icule.' They are being represent- claims that John Haskell, CJID
Today, Alpha Phi has a memed by Manchester ,Attorney director, did not keep the Unibership.of over 80,000 and over Thomas
Donovan.
versity informed of state of
100 collegiate chapters Miller
The countersuit also claims
said. One of the reasons this that the
University supressed CIID, page 20
sorority was invited to UNH
was because it had srrong support in the area with chapters
at Tufts, Bentley, MIT, BU,
UMO and New Hampshire
College.
Currently, UNH has seen
growth in the number of fraternities, but not in sororities
and this event has been accepted
happily by them.
Ally Kunz, Secretary of Phi
Mu, said she thought it was a
good idea. "There is more of a
choice. If they have already
rushed, it gives them another
choice. It shows that the Greek
system is getting alot stronger
and getting more involved," she
said.
"It will be very beneficial to
the Greek system and it will help
the imbalance between fraternities and sororities," said Rosemary Thomas, President of
Alpha Xi Delta.
Thomas said she doesn't
think there would be any problem with getting enough support for a new sorority. "UNH
always has a strong rush program at the beginning of the
year and there is always plenty
of girls for the houses," she said.
Miller said she agrees that the
support is there. "House ceilings
are set at 85 women. Last
semester many houses were
Students taking issue with a religious fundamentalist

Alpha Ph,1· 1·01·ns Gree k
By Jon Kinson
National representatives
from Alpha Phi will be coming
to campus on September 26 to
·drum up support for the establishment of a new sorority at
UNH. This will be the first new
sorority on campus in over fifty
years.
Last spring, Alpha Phi was
selected out of three finalists
to be invited to come ·on campus.
National representatives from
the sorority have been in touch
with the Panhellenic President
Missy Miller and William
Kidder, associate dean of students and advisor to the Greek

system at UNH, setting up ways
to make Alpha Phi's establishment as smooth as possible.
"It will be a great addition
to the Greek system. It will
really work," said Miller, who
says she has put in ·alot of time
and effort in coordinating the
establishment efforts of Alpha
Phi.
Kidder said he was delighted
there is a new sorority coming
on campus. He said he would
like to see further growth in the
number of ·sororities. However,
expressed concern about housing. ·
"It (housing) is a concern that

Mayew ski to head
resear ch progra m
By Cynthya Cumings
Paul Mayewski, Professor of
Earth Sciences has been named
Coordinator for Research and
Development for the coming
academic year.
Mayewski is involved in stimulating research at UNH funded .
by federal agencies and other
outside sources.
"The money brought on campus has definite benefits for
everyone at the U nivers·ity."
Mayewski said, "Not only do
the funds allow faculty to do
research, but also contribute to
student salaries, technical support, equipment, and supplies."
Almost $12.5 million was
received from competitivelywon grants' to individuals and
organized research units at
UNH during the fiscal year that
ended June 30. This is a substantial increase from past years.
. We need to make especially
the younger faculty members
or faculty who are perhaps
changing fields aware of just
what types of research agencies
provide funding for," Mayewski
said.
Mayewski said he estimates
that as many as 200 research

projects are going on at any
given time. Research in fields
such as Family Violence, Marine
Biology, and Space Science are
among the large projects currently underway.
People don't realize the
amount of research that is going
on, and one of my main goals
is to inform people about more
than just the obvious, he said.
Federal agencies including
National Aeronotics and Space
Adminstration, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration contributed over $10
million. Almost $500,000 was
received from the state of N.H.
and $900,000 came from business and industry, said Suzanne
Huard, a computer specialist
from Research Administration.
Mayewski will conduct two
seminars late in October for the
faculty tQ explain what resources
are available. As the year progresses specific seminars will
be held to deal with individual
agencies.
As research coordinator,
Mayewski will be a "clearing

outside the

HEALTH, page 4

SORORITY, page 20

Dimond Library. (David Drouin, photo)

·
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------------- ---PHONY- ------------- -WORK/STUDY
JOBS

TASk

Apply at T ASk, Richards House, by Sept. 18.

TUTOR/COUNSELORS
•teach.study skills
•provide_personal and academic assistance
•are sophomores or juniors with a good GPA
•earn $3.75 to $4.75/hr.

(continued from page 1)
to a $500 fine, he added.
A person who uses an altered,
fake or borrowed driver's license
may have their own license
suspended. If they don't possess
a license, they may have to wait
a year and petition to get one,
according to the OMV.
lf a student uses an altered
driver's license, they may lose
it for a period of six months,
said law enforcement officials.
One Durham ordinance prohibits the possession of any
open container of alcohol or
liquor in a motor vehicle, on
public property, or in a public
building. This also includes

business establishments, not
licensed by the Liquor Commission and lobbies and hallways
of private buildings.
In a letter to Emily Moore,
Assistant Dean of Students,
Durham Police Chief Paul Gowen expressed concern that students may not be .aware of other
existing town ordinances. According to Gowen, these ordinances ; which once merited
warnings, are now considered
violations.
Among these is an ordinance
prohibiting excessive noise
levels in designated zones. It
also prohibits all amplified

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
•••

i••

!••

BOSTON AT A BARGAI N

sound disturbing neighbors
between 11 pm and 7 am. A
noise level does not have to be
determined in this instance.
Enforcement of the noise
ordinance was evident during
the outdoor concert at UNH on
Sept. 3.
Bicycle violations that are
brought to court include riding
on the sidewalk and traveling
the wrong way on a one way
street. People operating a bicycle without a light or reflector
after dark are fined $25-50.
"We tried to educate with
warnings," said Gowen. "Many
injuries to bicyclists and complaints lead us ,to first use
warnings. This was laughed
off."
"Society has certain rules,"
said Gowen. "All come about
through life experiences."

!·
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NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

:
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:

You never need reservations on Concord Trailways.

GIVE US A TRY

Prints
and Slides
from the
! same roll

Getting to Logan Airport shouldn't cost as much as
your flight. The Concord Trailways round trip fare to
Logan is just $18 from Durham.

;
:
;

:

We think you're going to like Concord Trailways.

:

i!

r--------C LIP & SAVE --------1
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••
••

I
I
I
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•
•
:
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:
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I

SOUTHBOUND

I
I

NORTHBOUND

I
I

••
•

~®D®rr

:

Ride our big, comfortable coaches to downtown
Boston in just 90 minutes, on any of five daily
southbound trips . The modern Trailways terminal is
conveniently-located opposite South Station. There
are four return trips daily, as lqte as 7 p.m.

:
:
;

•I•
•
••

35mm

!

FAST, FREQUENT SERVICE.

LOW, LOW FARES TO
LOGAN AIRPORT.

:

house" for research projects at
the UNH . Writing proposals
for funds and determing whether or not adequate space is
available for the projects are
among Mayewski's responsibilities. This year Mayewski will
travel to Washington to meet
directly with various Federal
Agencies and attend informational meetings.

••
•:

:

•

(continued from page 3)

••
:
•:

Concord Trailways same-day-roundtrip fare to downtown
Boston is just $10.95 from Durham. If you're staying out-of-town
one to three nights, our 4-day roundtrip is just $14.00. Ask
about our low-cost 10-ride tickets for commuters.

i

~HEALTH-

I
I
I
I
I
I

:

Timetable effective September 4, 1985
(Bold face times are P.M.)
Durham Ticket Agency:
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main St. 868-2688
For information in New Hampshire, call during business hours

TOLL FREE 1·800-852· 3317

L--------------------------~----~

CONCORDTRAILWAYS

•

i
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••
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-------------------INfRODUCTORY OFFER ·

•

•
•••
••
:•...................... ...................... ...................... ...................... .....•
(I

Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's
professional color motion picture (MP)
film now adapted for still use in 35mm
cameras by Seattle FilmWorks. Its
micro·fine grain and rich color
saturation meet the exacting standards
of the movie industry. Shoot in low or
bright light from 200 ASA up to 1200
ASA. Get prints or slides, or both,
from the same roll. Enjoy the very
latest in photographic technology with
substantial savings.

·••
•••
••

0 Rush me two 20·exposure rolls of
your leading KODAK MP filmKodak 5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed
is $2.00. I'd like to be able to get
color prints or slides (or both) from
the same roll and experience the
remarkable versatility of this
profe~ional quality film.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
ADDRESS------~
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE-~~-np

_ _ __

Umlt of Zroll per customer.

Mail to; Seattle FdmWorb
P.O. BoxC-34056
Seattle. WA 98124
01984 Seattle FilmWorb
Kodak S247 ii a rclllfcrcd trademark
ol 1hc Eumian Kodak Company.
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By Leonard E. Dodge
The University has a new
center for Health Promotion
and Research, located at Hewitt
Hall. The center was founded
by Al Waterfield, professor ·o f
Physical Education and director
of the center in July.

Waterfield traveled around
the country in 1984 examining
health research centers, search. ing for one on which to model
UNH. According to Waterfield,
"I found several, including one
in Michigan, that began with
3-.4 researchers and $100,000."
Today the center coordinates
six health related projects promotioned by UNH faculty, and
is seeking funding for up to nine
more. Waterfield said, "The
center isn't a physical entity,
but rather an organizational
structure that helps attract
funding and channel inquiries
to health experts."
Says Waterfield, "I can find
somebody on this campus with
the expertise to handle almost
any kind of project, and I'd like
to get across the message that
we have this kind of capability
and that faculty are reall¥ excited
about doing projects outside the
University."
There are several projects
underway, including a television
program on elderly health, a
training program for school
professionals working with
·severely disabled children, and
an advanced education program

for school nurses.
A consulting service for corporate fitness programs and a
center for excellence in outdoor
education are in the planning
stages. .
Waterfield said, "The center
has provided the help to state
and federal agencies, regional
corporations and local health

I'd like to get
across the message
that we have this
kind of capability;
and that f acuity
are really excited
about projects outside the U niversity."
ff •••

organizations." He said he
believes it will help promote
a partnership between UNH
and the State of New Hampshire in health fields.
The television series on elderly health is an example of
UNH working with state residents. The project was started
when Raelene Shipee-Rice, a
nursing professor at UNH ,

received a contract from the NH
Bureau of Health Promotion
and Blue Cross/Blue Shield to
develop a 55 minute TV spot
to be aired on WENH-TV New
Hampshire Public Television,
Channel 11.
This fall the research center
will focus on health issues
pertaining to people of all ages,
but will focus on those of the
elderly, including drug purchasing, accident prevention, pets,
and health.
Waterfield himself is involved with a research project
at the UNH New England
Hyperbaric Chamber. The
chamber is used for treatment
of scuba diving accidents a.nd
carbon monoxide poisonings.
He is using the chambe~ to study
the effects of increased pressure
on thrombosis.
Thrombosis is the formation
of clot in a blood vessel or in
the heart.
Presently, Waterfield is the
sole employee of the research
center and does not anticipate
the center acquiring a larger
staff. Asked about funding,
Waterfield said he plans on
raising his own funds with the
money received from such projects, and estimates he will raise
$20,000 this year.
Waterfield said, "My philosophy is doing something on
a small scale and doing it very
well."

OPEN RUSH
0tS

~e

. \(esn
\le
Mon. Sept.16
Thurs. Sept. 19
8-10 pm.

LASER ART PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial
Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY: Men vs. Bates & Central Connecticut,
3p.m.
TENNIS: Women vs. Bowdoin, 3:30 p.m.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: On Poetry, Mckeel McBride
shares her national-award-winning poetry and explains its
origins. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m. Free,
·
open to public.
AR TS FESTIVAL: New Hampshire Symphony Orchestra,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
FOOTBALL: vs. Lafayette, 1 p.m.
TENNIS: Men vs. Providence, 3 p.m.
ARTS FESTIVAL: Sine Nomine Singers, Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
MUSO FILM: ·" Mr. Hulot's Holiday." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-Students
$2.
ROSH HASHANAH SERVICES Will be held at the temple
in Portsmouth and Dover at 8:00pm Sunday and lO:OOam
Monday. All Jewish students are welcome. For more info.
call either Temple or Lois at 868-9726 or 2-1623.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Last day for graduate students to withdraw and qualify for
3/ 4 tuition refund.
MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION: Room 126, Memorial
Union, 9 a.m.-noon & 1-4 p.m.
ARTS FESTIVAL: Cy_rano de Begerac, Syracuse State Company,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ge_neral/$11, Faculty/Staff/$9, Seniors/Students/$7.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION: Room 126, Memorial _
Union, 9 a.m.-noon & 1-4 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Vermont, 3 p.m.
TENNIS: Women

'{S.

Holy Cross, 3:30 p.m.
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Grad school forum
to be held at UNH

'NOTICES
ACADEMIC

GENERAL

GET HELP WRITING RESEARCH PAPERS:
Sponsored by T ASk Center. Three session minicourse. Session 1 - Defining a topic & developing
· a thesis statement; Session 2 - Accessing information
in the library; Session 3 - Organizing & writing
the research paper. Thursdays, September 19, 26
and October 3, Forum Room, Level C, Dimond
Library; 12:30 to 2 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SALVADORAN & GUATEMALAN CARAVAN
FOR PEACE & JUSTICE IN CENTRAL AMERICA: Sponsored by UNH Committee on Central
America. Multi-media presentation by Central
American refugees. Friday, September 13, Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m.
COUNTRY DANCE: Sponsored by Durham
Country Dancers, Music by Lamprey River Band
with Mary Derosia calling. All welcome, dances ·
taught. Friday, September 13, Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. $3 admission.
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Very important meeting. Monday, September 16, Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Slide presentation on bobcats in Maine by Dr. Lavitis. All
interested are welcome. Monday, September 16,
Room 104, 'Petee Hall, 7 p.m.
Great Bay Food Co-op will be holding informational
meetings for interested people and prospective
members on Wed., Sept. 18th at 7:00 pm and Thurs.,
Sept. 19th at 12:30 pm in Hubbard Hall Rm. 14A.
We are a pre-order and retail food store. Membership is open to all student and members of the
community. Come check us out!

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUES: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Bring your rough draft.
· Get a professional opinion. First come, first serve.
Friday, September 13, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30
to4 p.m.

STUDENT PAY CHECKS: If you were a working .
student at UNH the end of Semester II - Academic
Year '84-'85 and you did not pick up your paycheck
dated May 24; 1985 or June 7, 1985 from the MUB
Ticket Office, please inquire at the USNH Payroll
Office, Room 5, Thompson Hall (862-1400) prior
to September 30. The Payroll Office )"ill assist
you in locating your check. You must have proper
identification with you.
MUB PUB BAND: Sponsored by MUSO. The
Stompers. Friday, September 13, PUB, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m. Students $5, Non-Student $8.
·
MUSO MOVIE: "The Black Hole & Tron." Saturday,
September 14, PUB, Memorial Union, 7:30 & 9:30
p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES INFORMATIONAL MEETING: For dualmajors and students interested in becoming dualmajors. in international affairs. Tuesday, September
17, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
7 p.m.
FOREIGN STUDY INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by Center for International
Perspectives. Faculty and staff will present ·
information on foreign study options available
to all UNH students. Wednesday, September 18,
Lounge, Smith Hall, 7 p.m.

By Charlene Cloney
Thinking about attending
graduate school? if so, then you
should think about attending
the "Graduate and Professional
School Forum," Oct. 10.
The forum,which will be held
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Strafford room of the MUB, is
an "information event for students to help them in planning
for graduate school," according
to Donna Marie Smith, coordinator of the program.
The forum will consist of 48
representatives from colleges
and universities around the
country who will provide information and answer questions
about graduate school. Some
schools in attendance will be
Dartmouth, Wang Institute for
Software Engineering, U niver; :_,;,, .,.: "'*'~.;O'.~·.,..

Smith, a second year MBA
student, also received assistance
in the organization of the forum
from George Abraham, Assistant Dean of the Whittemore
School of Business and Economics, Sarah SPde-r of Task Center
and Karen Brownell of Career
Planning and Placement.
Eventually the "Graduate and
Professional School Forum,"
will become an annual project
sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement.
·

~m~~rt;~~~~~-J&.~~.w.~wm•w•

Allied Services
868-1011

AT&T .DAY - COMPUTER EXPO: Sponsored by
Small Systems Resource Center. AT&T computer
line, including the AT&T PC6300, ·UNIX PC and
3B2 will be demonstrated. AT&T discount structure
for UNH students, faculty and administration
already in place. Wednesday, September 18,
Strafford RoGm, Memorial Union, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY AUDITIONS: Sponsored by Theater and Communication
Department. Auditions are open to all UNH .
students. The Company performs in three areas
of concentration: Ballet (Larry Robertson); Jazz
(Gay Nardone); an<! Modern Dance (Jean Brown).
Th\lrsday, September 19, Newman Dance Studio,
New Hampshire Hall, 6:30 p.m.

sity of Rochester, and Mass-achusetts College of Art.
"It's an excellent opportunity
for undergraduate students to
explore graduate school," said
Harry Richards, a dean of the
UNH Graduate School and coorganizer of the event.

I

Home Video & VCR Rentals
No Membership Fees

BETA FILMS NOW

I~il

Road

I

Pl~· A:@~~£:'.E ~~·~0~·~ I

~::··:=J

student television netwOrk
presents...

I

.

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
in the MUS PUB this MOnday.
The UNH Wildcats
Vs.
The Lafayette Leop«1.rds
followed by

ABC's Monday Night Football
Pittsburg Steelers
Vs.
Cleveland Browns
and

Joe Namath vs. O.J. Simpson
in the booth
6:30 in the MUB PUB
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Research center
on time says Devito
Ry Robert Arsenault
Construction of the new
science/ engineering research
building, slated to be completed
in August 1986, is right on
schedule, said Skip DeVito,
Director of Facilities Planning.
Four months after the
$12,090,000 project started, the
steel work is well under way and
the grading and foundation of
the building are completed, said
Devito. Brickwork on the building's extenor will begm in late
fall when the building is enclosed , he said.
b ·erything is proceeding
\\ ~ il, .. said Devito. "A lot of
peopie .ire shocked and show
pleasalit surprise when they see
·how much of the project is
dnne ...
Harvey Construction, a Manchester company, has done good
work as t:he construction manager, DeV~~o said.
unlike the normal bidding
process where an entire project
is awarded to the lowest bidder,
the construction management
system involves hiring a construction firm to oversee the

project.
The actual work is broken
dc wn into line items and are
open to bidding. The subcontractors who are awarded the
bids report to Harvey for work.
Throughout the construction
process , all of Harvey's books
are open to the university. If
the project costs more than the
$12,090,000 estimare, Harvey
Co. will pay the diffe :~ence. Any
saving:-; will be given to the
university. ·· w ·e have bt::Llc:1
control of the overall project
and we expect a higher quality
outcome," said DeVito. "There's
give and take on both sides of
the issue, but construction management is the better approach."
De Vito said although this
system of building has been in
existence for 10 or 15 years, this
is the first· time UNH has
implemented it.
Upon completion, the new
building will house 115,000
square feet . Marine research,
complex systems and engineering projects will all be possible
uses for it..

SOLVE
YOUR SHORT
ERMMEMOll
PROBLEM
,Use Chalk-Write It Out-Pin It Up
We have the largest selection of chalk boards, memo
boards, and cork boards in the Durham areaREMi!MBER-come in and pick up the board of
your choice today, and good luck.
The Out Back, 44 Main Street, Durham, 868-7027

The New H ampshire (USPS 379-2 80 ) is publis hed and di stributed semiweekl y t hrough o ut th e academic year. Our offices are loca ted in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H . 03824. Business
Office hours : Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the fir s t day . The New H a mpsh ire will in no case be
respons ible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographica l error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The N ew Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham , NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

ARN ING !

i

A VALID PARKIN G PERMIT IS
NEEDED TO PARK ON CAMPUS

IFAILURE TO DISPr: ~~R-t,~~~:~~~~:-

4

~: : :

: QQpm

or

Parking permit registrafion for
students: Sullivan km MUB
M-F 8-12 1-4
Parking permit registration for
facuity & staff: O'Connell House

~:~:~:~

·m::·:r;::: : : ' .: : .;: ;:;:;:;fi: : =: : ;:;:;~;: t:·: : :I: : :~:;:.;: .:·.:.':r: : : : :.·'. : : :' : ;:. ;: ;:,:~: =: : : : =: ·:; :1@1:1:;:- :·;: :.·:.;·:.:.;:i':!;::=: :-: : ;,.: .: ;:;,:;;.:,;:;:,::;::.;:;:::,:;,:,:.:t:::.:,;.;.:-:-:··;;.;.;·:·:::: ·.:· : ': : : ;:;: ·:~1: : :·,1:;,: : : : ,:;: ~t~:l.: : : : : :·l.:\t: :,: :·J?:?:t: : ·:·: :·;:; ;. : ,: :r-: =:;:t: :,;: : ; , :,:,: ;:·:.:;:~: /;"':>-.. 3'··::-T:::,:;: .:·:·:.:·:·:·:f';:, ;· : · ~ 'Ji.: :· :~::!·~: :~:f:'i:~~: l~;:i: =~;: : : ~~=W~i!mlIU::;:·::;~::::~: :~::=: ~: ·: · : .:·: -:·: {f,:';f'
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ACHIEVEMENT.
Transportation Building
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824

w

A N T

It's incredible, but true! This year
for students, faculty and staff, your
ID card is your ticket to get on any
Kari-Van bus. Go where you want,
when you want.
This new service is made available
' to you through your activity fee and
revenue from parking permits.

( 603) 862-1931

E

D • •

''

SAVE MONEY ... the cost of driving
and parking on campus!
SAVE TIME ... with convenient
schedules to and from campus! And ..
MAKE some new friends t>n the
Coast Kari-Van.

There are many ways
to acknow ledge it ...
one lasts a lifetime.
Your College Class Ringfrom Balfour! -

1t'¥ ?!
COAST KARI-VAN

Convenient. .. Sale ...

&f~[[/

Select yours at: MUB Balcony - 10-3
ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party
Center, and KARI-VAN Office at Hamilton Smith Hall.

·

Wed. Sept. 18
Thurs. Sept. 19

~

&

Wed. Oct. 16
Thurs. Oct. 17

J?eposit Required: ~ 10.00
No one remembers in so many ways.

.Balfo ur®

AC AC IA FR AT ER NI TY
OP EN
_S_ECOND 10 NONE!
Sep t. 16
RU SH
Sep t ..18

Mon day
We dne sda y
Refreshments
·will be serv ed
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•
home football game ol the season.

First

.

Come support the home team
as they battle Lafayette in Cowell Stadium at 1 pm.
TOMOUOW!!!

HAS THE WOOLD

GONEAfADI?

/

••
•••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••

THE BLOOM COUNTY COLLEalON
IS, ABOVE ALL.ELSE, TASTEFUL
T-SHIRTS, BOOKS &STUFFED OPUS DOW.
~c1<\ .
ORDER TODAY!
1

'r

THIS ORDER BROUGHT TO YOU B~

r------------------awANo'SE#o-;VtiHoRoii-----------------,
Plwe md1Cace s11e and quanc1cy:

s

M

L

XL

PRICE

n

n

n

n

9.95

n
n
n

n
n
n

n
ri
n

11.95

10.0pus Tee Shirt (silver)

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

11. Don"t Blame Me .. TeeShirt (black)

n

SOl50<ortonlpol1Krmrptmttd

I. Penguin lu11TeeShirt (creamybeige)
l. Penguinlu1tjeriey (whitebody/blacksleeves)
J. Bloom County Tee Shirt (creamy beige)
4. Bloom County Jeriey (white body/black sleeves)
S. L001ela1lsbook
6.'ToonsforourTimesbook
7.Small ltuffed Opus Doll
8. Large Stuffed Opus Doll
9. BilltheCat Tee Shirt (silver)

TOTAL

9.95
11.95
5.95
6.95

"to.oo

n · r1
n ri

n

n

n

18.00
9.95

11

9.95

n

9.95

Plui SJ.SO per itm for pcntage and handling

Mail to:
Opus/

Grand Total

5446 Highway 290 West
Suite 301
Austin, Texas 78735

N;imt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Add~------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Visa/11(

City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ __

Phone Ordm ""!come

I
I

I
Allow 4-' wftki I« delr..ry
.
512/892·4870
---------------------------------------------------~

"Hey Fritz, did you hear The New Hampshire
is looking for people interested in becoming
a reporter?" "Ayuup ..-.sounds like a good
_
deal Fred."

The New Hampshire
Rm. 151 MUB
:nn111111111111111111R11n~~~~~~~~1m1111111n11n111n1111111n111n111n11nn11n11m1111111111111111n111111111111111111u11n111m111111111111111111n1111-=='

The -

PHOTOS MITH

...

F~ s~ ~

48 Main St. Durham
868-1000
•Same Day Color Print Film.
Processing

•Convenient Secure Outside Film Drop.
Leave Film Day Or Night

•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM
Finishf'.'d Aftn ~·00 PM

•Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed!

------7~M=k~~~~~~~fii~------

EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
Receive a Second Set of Color Prints FREE
with Every Roll
of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed.
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 9/ 27 / 85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.
Glossy Surface Excluded

---------------

-------cc:;;:M:rAccompany Incoming Film

Mr. Huiot's Holiday
"EXPLODES WITH
MERRIMENT!" -11'1 TMB
JACQUES TATl'S

··M~ Htlll@t§J

\i@lJ

~1y··

in the Mub Strafford Room

=

I

i

=

Sunday, September 15
- 7:00 pm and 9:30 pm

Directed by JACQUES TAT!
Written by JACQUES TAT! and HENRI MARQUET

C COPYRIGHT 1913-FILMS INCORPORATED/JANUS FILMS

Students $1.00
Nonstudents $2.00

FREE FILM
Bring Us Your Roll of Kodak C-41 Or Compatible Color
Print Film For Our Standard Developing And Printing.
And We'll Give You a 24 Exposure Koclacolor VR CP1 35, CU 10
Or CLI26 Replacement Fi lm (or a CVR-15 exposure disc.)
Sizes 135mm., 11 0, Disc, and l26 only
LOO ASA in 35mm only; 200 ASA fo r 110, D isc, and 126
Rep lacement Fil m
Limit One Roll Pe r Coupon
One Coupon Per Cuscomer
No double D iscounts
Offer Expires Sept. 27, 1985

Jacques. Tati introduces his famous character, Mr. Hulot, in this wildly funny satire
of vacati oners ata French seaside resort. Tati himself portrays Hulot, whose mere
presence provokes nonstop catastrophes and absurd situations.
n1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~
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---------BOO KS--------(continued from page 1)
store policies differ.
The best time for students to

:~=\~,.,

.

sell their used books is at the
end of the semester. By then the
stores have the course offerings
and book lists for the following
semester and 50 percent of the
list price for books being used.

-i~
-- ~. · ~
--

'-:..

..

.-·

-.,>.;a...

~ i

) ..___

11w n ocA Ts I
L----

~\

.

EXCLUSIV E

SEACOAST
COVERAGE
on the UNH WILDCATS
S.P ORTS NETWORK

AM1270

WTS N
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820

At the beginning of the semester, Barnes and Noble's
policy alters. If the store's quota
for a certain book is not full, they
will still pay 50 percent of the
list price for a used book, said
Hoyle. He. said if the quota is
full. they will pay the national
wholesale price for a used book.
This is the same price they sell
the book back to the wholesaler
fo!". if they fail to sell it.
For example, since the store
had not filled their quota on a
book entitled Vector Calculus,
a student could receive $15 for
it-half the list price. However,
for a book entitled Human
Communication, for which the
quota had been reached, Barnes
and Noble would have paid the
wholesale price of $4.
The Durham Book Exchange
uses a different system. Mechem
said at the beginning of the
semester, they go by a guide put
out by the National Wholesalers
that prices each book differently
according to the demand.
By this system, the book
Human Communication, which
would have sold for $8 at the
end of a semester, will only get
$4 at the beginning of the
semester; whether or not the

~ook Exchange has filled their
quota.
This is where some research
could be worthwhile to determine which store will give the
best deal. A book entitled Interpersonal Communication
would bring a price of $8.50 at
Barnes and Nob le because they
are under quota. The same book
at the Book Exchange is worth
$4.50.

Another alternative is for the
student to sell his or her books
independently for more than
they would get at either store,
but for less than the stores
would ,,ell it. Convcr.scly, .stu -

dents buying books could seek
out books from students at a
discount to the bookstore price.
For refunding books, both
stores will refund new or used
books as long as they are unmarked and clean. The deadline
for Barnes and Noble is 10 days
after classes begin and at the
Book Exchange·, five days after
purchase.

If a new book has been
marked, it will be refunded at
the used selling price not half
. the retail price. Hoyle said this
is because they can only sell it
as ·a used book.
Students can avoid ·being
taken in the costly venture of
book buying by making the
benefits of each store work for
them. It may take more time
than running into one store to
do business, but the profits are
definitely worth it.

WHAT IS CULTURE ?
ATUNH

D

a.

what the janitors scrape off shower stalls

h.

the product of microorganisms found in Dining Hall Yogurt

c.

·the quality.in a person that arises from interest in arts, letters & scholarly

./

pursuits

SCOPE and MUSO present a "cultured" program of
.
spirited Renaissance music
with

the
Saturday, Sept. 14
Johnson Theater
8 p.m.

ine Nomin~ Singers
For info call 862-2290
Tickets available at the MUB Ticket Office and at the door

Tickets
$7 - students
$9 - faculty
$11 - general
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GAIN
ADMINIS TRATIVE
EXPERIEN CE
The Memorial Union Board of
Governors
is now accepting applications for:

------

Bicycle Touring
Backpacking
Winter mountaineering

Rock climbing
Ropes course .
Multi-mystery

THE FIRESIP·E EXPERIENCE
(fyou are interested.in a vigorous learning experience that l-dll
teach rou more about yourse(( and others, plan on attending
an in/ormational meeting about the above trips.

Informational Meeting Sept. 17th
at 8:15 pm Murkland 110
Trip sign ups Sept. 19 12:30-2:00
in the MUB, Late sign ups DOSO
No Experience Necessary
Open to all students. faculty and staff.
Watch · for flyers cqncerning specific
trip dates.

RESIDENT
REPRESENT ATIVES

COMMUTER
REPRESENT ATIVE
NON-SAF
REPRESENT A'TIVE
The Memorial Union Board of Governors is the policy
making body for all operations of the Memorial Union
Building and for those student activities related to the MUB.
· Am_o ng the Board's responsibilities are designing the
yearly budget for the MUB and the allocation of space for
those student organizations located in the MUB.
Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities,
Rm. 322 MUB.
Application deadline is Friday, September 20.

FOR THE
CHALLE NGE YOU
WANT ...
THE REWARD S
YOU DESERVE
Challenge without reward is incomplete. Air
Force ROTC offers both. You'll receive leadership and management training, and after graduation you'll be an Air Fqrce second lieutenant.
You may be eligible for 2-through 4-year
scholarships which pay tuition, books, lab fees
and $100 tax-free each academic month.
Look into your future as an Air Force .officer.
Challenges ... and rewards for a career with
pride and commitment. Contact:

Captain Copeland at Department
of Aerospace Studies·, 862-1480

AIH FOHGE

Bore··
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~--------------------------AFRICA
----------------~--------~
(continued from pageJ)
and Asians for higher-grade a clear expression of support
jobs.
for the imporvement of human
Due to this policy, USNH has and racial conditions in South
divested of $120,000 from Tene- Africa, as set forth in the
co Corporation, "Air Product and Sullivan Principles."
Chemical Corporation and
Investments will continue in
General Foods Corporation.
18 other American firms that
According to A_rthur Grant, do business in South Africa but
secretary of the University have signed the Sullivan PrinSystem, "because these corpo- ciples. To make sure these
rations did not sign the Sullivan corporations are complying
Principles, the Board of Trus- with the Sullivan Principles, the
tees decided to divest."
Trustee Investment Committee
Chairman of the Board of has employed compliance. The
Trustees, Richard A. Morse said two corporations are the Arthur
"the policy limits University D. Little Corporation, based in
System holdings in American Bostc;>n, and the Washingtoncompanies doing business in . based Investor Jlesponsibility
South Africa to firms that make Research Center. Acccording

New Creation Fellowship
Assembly of God

'MANDATORY
ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

We invite; )'OU lo worship logclhcr with us.
~undays 10: )J a.m.
at.Henry Davis Rn.ilding, 3.7 Main St.

.Bible Study• Prayer and Praise• f eilowship
We believe lhal lhe church is a caring community of
people. We are people whose lives have been
changed by lhc message of Cod's lo-VC. expr.essed
through Jesus Christ who is our ~avior. Lord. Healer.
and Provider.
f of. more information contact:
Rev. Michael Chase. Pastor and UNH Chaplain
868-1005.

to Grant, "these two corpora- which had not signed the Sul.tions will monitor the remain- livan Principles to the Trustee's
ing 18 corporations' compliance Executive Committee.
about twice a year." Grant, said
The Executive Committee
"the Board of Trustees will use brought the matter before the
the two organizations' reports full Board of Trustees in June
and if found that the corpora- 1984. When the vote came
tions are not complying with before, 22 members voted yes,
the Sullivan Principles, the with one dissenter, Mary Louise
· University system will divest."
Hancock. Ms. Hancock wanted
The controversy of divesting to divest trom all compaines
began when "The New Hamp- doing business in South Africa,
shire" published a story about not just the three who did not
UNH divesting from South sign the Sullivan Principles.
Africa last winter. "Kasper
Hancock was not avalaible for
Marking, USNH Chancellor comment.
saw the story, and directed Kent
According to a study done by
Martling, Treasurer of the the Investor Responsibility
USNH system, to conduct a Research Center, of the 300
study on USNH investments American firms with direct
in South Africa ," •rnicl Gr::>nt
investments in South .Africa,
When Martling presented the only 128 companies account for
report to the Board of Trustees two-thirds of the 120,000 South
in March of 1984, the Board· African workers employed by
found, of 21 companies, only American firms there.
3 had not signed the Sullivan
Morse said the Executive
Principles.
Committee examined three
Martling sent the report to courses of action
the Trustees Investment Com•total di vesture of holdings in
mittee, which oversees USNH companies doing business in
investments. The committee . South Africa
discussed the matter and made . •partial divesture, recomthe recommendation for divesmended by the Investment
titure from the three companies
Committee, and
• non-divesture.
Trustee Richard J. Horan,
chairman of the Investment
Committee, said the U niversit-y
system's total permanent investment funds exceed $16. 7
for all
million which friends, private
M'ORTAR BOARD
businesses, from. stock and
MEMBERS
bonds donated to the University.
The money earned from such
stocks and bonds is used for
student scholarships and/or

~

Sunday Sept. 15

academic program support.
Asked if the signing of 1,000
signatures by UNH students
protesting USNH investments
in South Africa prompted the
Board of Trustees to follow this
course of action, Grant said "I
never saw ti1e petitions, and was
not aware of them, because the
original story in "The New
Hampshire" called the Trustees
attention to this matter." Despite Mr: Grant's statement that
he was not aware of the petitions, in "The New Hampshire"
story on the petitions (May 14,
1985 issue), Mr. Grant was
quoted as saying "the petitions
will be referred to the Board's
Executive Committee."A1i Childs and Ka~l Hluska,

both UNH students circulated
the petitions last spring and
presented them to the President's off ice.
Some of the major corporations who do business in South
Africa that UNH retains stock
in have signed the Sullivan
Principles including IBM
($ 582,144 ) , Pfizer, Inc .
( $ 345 ,000), General Electric
($163,688), and Ford Motor
Corp. ($209,651). All in all
USNH investments in South
Africa total $2,852,660, 17
percent of USNH total investment portfolio.
As colleges around thE4nation
are being pressured in-to divesting from corporations that
do business in South Africa it
remains to be seen the effect
divesting will have on the South
African economy.

*~***************.*~*******~*****-~

pm
. If
Room to7:00
be announced
you review your notes w1thm a day of havmg taken ~
Meet in front of MUB Info
them you can remember up to 80% of, what you
, · Desk
~learned. After only 1 day without review you forget ~
. (Check personals for info
nearly 50% of what you learned.

*

*

*
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·on raffle)
~

Tin Palace

Thursday - Sunday

new dinner specials

4.95
Haddock Italian
Seafood Pie
5.95
4.95
Brett's Favorite Chicken
6.95
Boneless Prime Rib
Boneless Prime Rib and
8.95
Haddock
Seafood .Pie
Chicken
includes choice of 2_
salad-potatoe-ri ce-vegetab/e

Broasted Chicken Special
3 pieces-fr. fries & slaw

$3.25
Snack Packs & Buckets
available to go
for the game or studying

Starting Thursday Sept. 19
we will deliver in Durham
Thursday
Saturday
5-11 :30
Downstairs room. with satellite T.V. open
868-7456
Thursday, Friday and Satufday nitesor
this room can be rented

868-9868

Thanks Mom, from the T.P.
l
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Remember family
or friends with
Special Occasion,
Get Well or
. Memorial cards.

THE UNH PHYSIC S
CLUB

- · Dr. Lewis E. PaloskyOptome~st

•EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FiITED
e COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES
with IN-HOUSE LABORATORY
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:
90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits

... is pleased to announce its first general
· assembly for the Fall '85 semester. All
interested persons are welcome.

Monday Sept. 16 Demeritt Hall 303
7pm

Part time ·work
$8.00 per hr.

ROUTE 1 OGUNQUIT, MAINE 646-8330
Friday & Saturday
9:30-2 am

Hard physical work
loading and unloading packages
up to 70 lbs.
Must be in excellent physical shape
Hrs. available 3:45 am to 8:30 am
Mon.-Fri.
Please bring a pen, addresses and
phone numbers of previous employers
Apply at:
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

United Parcel Service
Dover Industrial Park
Dover, NH
Sept. 16 at 3 pm

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"LADIES NIGHT"
LADIES ADMISSION

EOEM/F

"KILL-A-KEG"
9:30-10:30 pm ALL
DRAFTS 25¢

FREE

91.3 fM-

r?:,@00(]
CS~\b~ ~ (;stf~HPD@f)!) D
0

+

. ---TLlb..60U NDALTb..R .NATIVb..-

---BROA DCAST S· LIVE--UNH FOOTBA LL
Games
Sept. 14
21
28
Qct. 5
12
19
26
Nov. 2
9
16

Am.erican Red Cross
Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
September.2 3, 24, 25, 26, 27
10 .a.m. - 3 ·p .m.

Memorial Union

Broadcast Time
12:45 p

Game

Home vs Lafayette
atB.U.

5:45 p

6:00 p
1:00 p

12:45 p
Home vs Dartmouth
12:45 p
At Univ. Conn.
1:15 p
At Bucknell
Home vs Lehigh (Homecoming) 12:45 p
12:45 p
Home vs Northeastern
12:45 p
AtR.I.
12:45 p
12:45 p-

AtU.M.O.
Home vs. UMass

1:00 p

1:00 p
1:30 p
1:00 p
1:00 p
1:00 p
1:00 p
1:00 p

Sit On The 50 Y rd Line
. With W·U NH .
,.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·--------- CLIP AND SAVE-------. J
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Editorial
Facing the issue
It appears that Professor Merton's highly
critical article on the Greek system (see
Ms. maga?ine, September '85) has touched
some raw nerves at UNH, even though
UNH fraternities were never actually
mentioned. Merton's assertion that fraternities are breeding grounds of sexism,
brutality and "anti-humanistic values,"
have brought the now all too familiar cry
of "foul play" from various defenders of
the system.
Merton claims that the fraternity attracts
men who are unable, or unwilling, to cope
with women on an equal basis, and futhermore, by the very nature of it's male
dominated environment, the fraternity
prevents its membership from coming to
terms with sexual equality.
Given Merton's apparent conclusion that
the concept of the fraternity is fundamentally flawed, perhaps the resulting outcry
can be understood. The nature of that outcry,
however, is unforgivable. So far, Merton's
critics appear to have t~tally ignored the

statistics of violence and abuse which were
quoted in the article. Perhaps the silence
on the part of the fraternities regarding
these shocking figures (29 deaths in six
years and )0 confirmed gaug iapc:s in three
years, all perpetrated by members of a
system which numbers just 250,000 people),
is due to the fact that Merton appears to
have done his homework.
So far, those Greeks who have responded
to the article have, as usual, confined
themselves to reiterating claims about
contributions which fraternities make
towards the community. Not that they do
·not have something to boast about on this
count: At UNH alone, the Greeks have
raised large sums of money for charity, and
have involved themselves in a variety of
constructive activities across the campus.
However, no amount of charity is going
to eclip~e a problem of the magnitude cited
by Merton, and others before him. Furthermore, judging from some of the protests
heard this week, it would appear that some

. misguided individuals treat charity-drives
and other social work as an insurance policy
to cover fraternities in their less laudable
ac.tivities.
ll is a shame that ~ince the publication

of Merton's article, no one among the
fraternity population has shown any
willingness to come out and admit that the
above mentioned statistics indicate a
problem. This is especially regrettable
considering that in the past year at UNH,
fraternities have made some effort to deal
with disciplinery problems among their
members and to police various functions
on their own ..
It would be encouraging to see the
brothers approaching the issues raised by
Merton in the same positive spirit. By
simply resorting to irrelevant and empty
rhetoric, and in some cases outright slander,
those proporting to defend the fraternity
system are doing themselves, and the
organizations they represent, a great
disservice .

.Letters
Intolerance

Editorial

Shuttle

To the Editor:
This letter is in reference to an
incident that took place on Sept.
11, at approximately twelve noon
in front of the University library~
in front of a large crowd. A young
man was lecturing on the events
of our lives, as it pertains to religion
and was urging repentence for our
acts. Apparently he had been lecturing for quite a while.
Though I could not catch all of
the conversation that was going
on· between him and the crowd, I
was appalled at the action of
another from the crowd who ran
up and spit at the man lecturing.
I am assuming that this act was
symbolic in nature of Jesus being
spat upon by an angry mob.
I am shocked, first at the disgusting act itself, and second, the
obvious lack of respect that was
demonstrated by one individual to
another. It was equally saddening
in this day and age that people still
have such little respect for their
fellow human beings.
Unfortunately in my opinion,
being new to this "institution of
higher learning", it is a sad reflection on the people who are representative of our university. My hope
is that this is an isolated incident
and in the future, people take die
time to think twice before demonstrating their "immaturity'-' to
fellow members of the college
community.
Andrew David Chiappinelli

To the Editor:
The New Hampshire's understanding of events outside Durham
has always been minimal, but with
Friday's.editorial, "Sanctions no
solution," you managed to become
even less distinguishable than usual
from the UNH Herald.
It was surprising to hear that the
U.S. has aided Nicaragua, having
"helped restrain the Sandinistas
from reckless interference in the
affairs of neighboring countries."
Most people recognize that the
country that recklessly interference
with other nations is the United
States. Do you have some examples
of the Sandinistas' "foreign adventurism" that you could place alongside Cuba, Chile, El Salvador,
Grenada, Nicaragua, just to name
a few recent victims of U.S. "concern with democratic values."
As for your pronouncements on
South Africa, you should know that,
Jerry Falwell notwithstanding, 77%
of urban blacks questioned in a poll
released last week by the Sunday
Times of London favored sanctions.
They must be too dumb to reaiize
that sanctions would be bad for
them.
Maybe you should stick to local
issues, like the noise ordinance or
fraternities. You could probably
get some more ideas from Jerry. -or how about an editorial attacking
the English Department and Women's Studies?
Barbara A. White

To the Editor:
In 1965 a small boy stood on
shaky knees, took 3 steps across the
kitchen floor, and fell on his face.
Proud parents recorded the event.
For the boy (and the parents) it was
the start of a new independencewalking.
As the boy grew, independence
was let slip. The automobile, a
mechanical status-quo, governed
his life. Gas payments and repair
bills limited his freedom. He was
trapped. Then the boy went to
college, without car, and learned
~o walk again.
Walking, the boy discovered, was
not just a monotonous succession
of left foot upon right. Nor was it
merely a form of simplistic recreation. Walking was, at its ultimate,
a form of re-creation. The boy
became more receptive, more creative. Thoughts flowed as evenly as
the blood to his limbs. The boy liked
this quality, it was simple.
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University
Forum
... ·-- ·--------------------------- ---------------------lllllJl ll-----------Defending the Greeks
Lurking within the shady, cold corridors of
university buildings, certain vile creatures, as their ·
sole pleasure in life, dream about the abolition of
the Greek system. Secluded in these dark caves,
they vigilantly plot the destruction of the last vestiges
of private ownership on college campuses: fraternities. Every so often, these parasites venture out
of their infested haunts to launch desperate
offensives against the free and independent Greek
system. Lo and behold! it appears that one such
creature has emerged from his intellectual wasteland
with a host of wild and contemptuous charges. Andy
Merton, associate professor of journalism, has come
forth with a new article analyzing the nature of
the fraternity system. Although it is not always
necessary to respond to these conspirators, their
accusations do, on occasion, present an irresistible
opportunity for a scholarly discussion of the true
nature of the fraternity brethren.
Why, in fact, do undergraduate males join
fraternities? Merton would have us believe it is
because certain undergraduate men fear women,
who, he s·ays, foil their sexual fantasies. It is much
more likely that the young men in question simply
prefer the freedom to coqtrol their own affairs,
and favor the democratic structure of fraternities
in contrast to the authoritarian rule characteristic
of dormitories. These young men, quite normally,
have chosen to participate in a more mature and
; active fashion to create the social structure of their
own lives outside of class. If fraternity men feared
women so much, then why do their weekly activities
include at least one major social function organized
in cooperation with a sorority? Of course, there
are also weekend social gatherings in which nonsorori ty women of the university play an indispensible part. It might ·e ven be argued that women
are much more a part of a fraternity man's life than
is the case with males not invloved with the Greek
system. If men joined fraternities in order to abuse
women, as the learned professor claims, then why
do fraternity functions consistently remain highly
popular among women of the university? Is not
Merton's assertion an insult-an underhanded
insult-aimed not so much at fraternity men as
at the female students who enjoy associating with
them?
Let us look more closely at the type of man who
belongs to a fraternity, and whose wide appeal to
coeds on this and other campuses ipso facto proves
the fallacy of Merton's arcane and misguided thesis.
Greek members occupy a high number of leadership
positions within th~ university, maintain some
of the highest college grade-point averages, and
provide the best example of responsible citizenship
for anyone of college age. How does this square,
Professor Merton, with the libel that fraternity

men are incapable of competing with the woman
of the eighties, and that they are misogynists and
paranoids, skulking about in the Neanderthal lairs
of their private houses? But let us continue our
brief survey of present fraternity rosters. Fraternity
men, both academically and professionally, compete
extremely well with college women. In addition,
the idea that fraternity men are cowardly misogynists ·
since they are unable . to cope with the woman of
the eighties, contradicts all the evidence which
any fair-minded observer might glean as he
examines, even casually, their achievements in the
classroom or in other aspects of university life.
Greek men are marked by a high degree of selfconf idence, of courage and idealism, expressed
altruistically by their initiation of numerous public
service projects, many of which they plan and carry
out in close cooperation with people from the female
side of the Greek system. The essential ingredient
to the success of these activities is the partnership
which they have forged forthrightly between
themsleves and-the rpature young ladies with whom
they work so well.
Merton goes so far as to charge fraternity men
with the majority of the illegal and immoral acts
committed against women in general. A glance
at the university's record of its internal judicial
proceedings does not reveal a host of fraternity
criminals but a much larger population of undergraduate male offenders living in university
dormitories. The fact is that any immoral, uncivilized, or criminal behavior found to occur in any
Greek house appears with much greater frequency
in officially supervised university housing. ·Even
"gang rapes," which are so widely publicized and
so swiftly dealt with when fraternity men perpetrate
them, occur much more often in dormitories. The
only regretable difference is that fraternity men
are always prosecuted for the crime ~nd nonfraternity men in the dormitories often escape all
notice and public outrage. Furthermore, a great
deal of debate has focused on the issue of hazing,
especially in connection with deaths and injuries
on campuses throughout the country. It is important
to point out that the only killing that has occured
in the last 10 years on this campus was committed
by the late Barney Seil, an undergraduate living
in Stoke Hall. The university, moreover, was found
to be negligent two years ago in the death of Glenn
Hayes, an undergraduate student, this death having
occured during an officially supervised activity.
Likewise, the few types of injuries which rarely
occur in the fraternities happen every day in
university housing among undergraduate males
who have no connection to the Greek system and
who consistently assault, abuse, and mistreat one
another. If one were to demand a federal inves-

by John C. Gammon
tigation, as Merton advises, it would be much more
logical for authorities to focus on university housing
than on Greek system residences.
At last, we come to the heart of the debate. The
omphalos ·of Merton's attack is that the fraternity
society itself pressures members to commit illegal
and immoral acts. The assumption is that individuals
are not resonsiple for their own actions (a basic
"liberal" assumption). A man no longer operates ·
according to his own free will but to some sinister
social force known as peer pressure. This theory
is nothing but a cleverly disguised thrust against
all private and free groups. As adults. we are expected
to know the difference between right and wrong,
which is not to say that we always choose right
over wrong. On the other hand, to abolish or ·
supervise a free group like the fraternities merely
because it permits the freedom to choose, is an
affront to our classical republican tradition. I would _
ask whether Merton would agree to a form of
censorship over the nation's media merely because
some reporters, such as himself, have had the
carelessness or brazenness to publish libelous
material. The principle is the same. To recoin a
Shakespearean phrase, the fault lies not within
our stars but within ourselves, which is to say that
individuals are simply responsible for their own
actions. This is precisely why the shotgun approach
to law enforcement is inconsistent with American
ideals of justice'. The law distinguishes between
the innocent and the guilty on the basis of real
individual actions and not on the basis of some
tenuous association with a whole community. Why
blame the whole Greek system for the rare
infracti0£1S committed by a few of its members?
The fact is that all of us Americans live in a society
which has developed out of classical Greek
civlization. The U.S. Constitution is itself an
expression of the strong connection between
America today and the classical civilization of the
past. As the great nineteenth-century poet Percy .
Shelley observed, "We are all Greeks. Our laws, .
our literature, our religion, our art, have their root
in Greece." Our fraternities are but a part of this
tradition. The dirty little secret about Merton is
that it ·is not fraternities per se that he hates but
the classical Greek heritage that they represent~
and, in particular, the classical American ideal of
individual freedom of choice. Clearly, the recent
support· for this three thousand year old heritage
of ancient Greece remains a strong and growing
force. On the other hand, Merton's article is already
forgotten history.
.
John C Gammon is a senior Classics/History major and
for..mer Editor-in-chief of The UNH Herald.

by Jeffrey Miller

"I am the prophet"
This week; the normally placid area
in front of Dimond Library became the
center of a stormy philosophical debate.
The topics included everything from
the meaning of life to the definition
of sin, man and God, heaven and hell,
Satan and Jerry Falwell.
At the eye of this theological tempest
stood a balding, paunchy, middle-aged
man with glasses. The only thing
· exceptional about his appearance was.
the large home-made cross he bore
across his left shoulder.
But when he spoke, the heads of
students passing by turned in amazement. Some stopped to argue vehemently with the man, the buttons of
their Oxford collars almost bursting
with rage.
"Where do you get off saying that
stuff?" they screamed at the man, who
just smiled serenely. "Who are you to
judge? "
I tried to figure our what in the man's
wo r ds could provoke such a hostile
reaction, but was at a loss. His message
was the same old fundamentalist tripe
that bible-thumpers have spewed for
decades.

"Satan has got you in his vile grip,"
proclaims these preachers. He manipulates you young people through
(choose any or all of the following)
sexual promiscuity, drugs, rock music,
the Greek system, secular humanism,
athletics, academic ambition, finite
math, lust for money, hot and spicy
tofu-you name it.

well, that's his First A-mendment
prerogative.
Many walking past the library ~his
week appeared to share this attitude,
stopping only briefly to laugh at the
shrill sermon before moving on.
However, quite a few students seemed
genuinely upset by the man's words.
By and large, they turned out to be

''W/Jere do you get- offsaying
t-/Jat- st-uff?n t-/Jey screamed att-/Je man, w/Jo ./us/" smiled
serenely. "W/Jo areyou t-o/Ndge/)H
your only hope, admonish such soulsavers, is to repent: stop trying to live
your own life and hand the controls
over to Jee-zus . Experience the bliss
of humble obedience. Be born again!
Personally, I think these campus
evangelists warrant about as much
serious attention as do side-show geeks.
But if someone wants to scream himself
hoarse at a bunch of college students,

devout follower·s themselves.
"You're twisting everything up!"
they charged. "That's not ·what Christianity is all about!"
Suddenly, something clicked .
Students were angry because they were
afraid. In this man's simplistic call for
unquestioning, unthinking submission,
they heard something that terrified
them.

This prophet was not presenting a
"twisted" version of Christianity, but
one from which the gloss had been
stripped, exposing the message that
lay underneath: "Close your mind and
follow."
Yes, the pathetic little man was a
caricature. But like all caricatures, he
was merely ari exaggeration of reality,
not an aberration from it.
By now most of these crusade.rs of
truth have spent their fury on the
Pharisee. Confident that they have
defended the Word of God, they will
go to church this Sunday. There, they
will sit in an ornate sanctuary and hear
a piously-clad, mild-mannered minister
tell them the . "good news" of their
salvation.
They will sit and listen obediently,
without a hint of demurral or protest.
And they will try not to think of the
vulgar little man with his home-made
cross.
Jeffrey Miller is a reporter for The New
Hampshire and is on exchange f;om San
Diego State University.
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Travis Shook
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Field House

· Reserved Tickets available at MlJB Ticket
Office

•

• Friday Sept. 20th
for STUDENTS ONLY
•Monday Sept. 23rd
· for General Public
•

Anyone interested in working security
or production fDr this show ·M UST
ATTEND a meet t/?g Wed., September
18th'at 6:00 pm in the Strafford Rm., MUB
'
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Arts & Features
We dne sda y nig ht spe cia l at the Ca t Nip Pub
By Erika Randmere
be loud and when they want him
Around forty students gato be mellow he'll do it."
thered at the Cat Nip Pub in
One of the nice things about
downtown Durham last Wedthe Cat Nip is that the dining
nesday night for a casual evenarea and the bar are located on
ing of entertainm ent courtesy
the upper and lower floors
of Brad Wright, a local folk
respectively. This arrangeme nt
singer/ guitarist.
gives the generally louder bar
Wright returned to the Cat crowd the room to move around
Nip to entertain the audience
and converse with one another
with his pervasive wit and his without interrupti ng people
folk music of life, love and good who might want to have a quiet
times.
conversat ion over dinner or
" I like the way the music hear that evening's performer.
brings people together," says
Senior Rob Hines commentWright, a veteran of folksinging ed on why he comes to the Cat
for ten years. He presently plays Nip on Wednesda y evenings,
in his own band (The Wright "Wednesday is a mellow night.
Band, of course).
There is a comfortab le crowd
Wright played quality orig- and the musician is very talentinal music as well as Rock and ed. The "key" thing is relaxing.
Roll oldies and country. His
The Cat Nip is a good plac_e
appreciab le covers of James to go with friends . I come here
Taylor, Simon and Garfuncle to hang out, but downstair s,
and Neil Young tunes provided where the bar is, you can meet
a balance for his equally good people. "It's a study night
original material.
without studying."
_
"Brad knows what the au"With the confusion of moddience likes," said Cat Nip ern student life," H _ines c?~- _
Manager Jim Woolf. "When
Folksinge r Brad Wright recently played at local Durham pub, the Cat Nip.
_th want him to be loud he'll CATNIP, page 18
-

-

·S ept em ber Art s
wee ken d fest iva l
By Jon Ekstrom
cribed by many critics, nothing
Within the next few days, short of superb music, full of
UNH students will be flooded personality and poetic inspirawith more uncomprom ising on- tion.
U oder director James Bo lie,
cam pus entertainm ent than
ever before presented by the the NHSO's fine collection of
musicians will be performin g
September Arts Festival.
The extravaganza begins this Stravinsky 's Firebird Suite No.
Friday evening with the New 2, Rachmanin off's Concerto for
Hampshire Symphony Orches- Piano and Orchestra, No. 3 in
tra, featuring pianist extraor- D Minor and concluding magnificently with Beethoven 's
dinaire, Christophe r O'Riley.
Mr. O'Riley has taken a Symphony No. 1 in C Minor,
number of top prizes in many Op__,_21. _
important competiton s such as
After such a strong start, one
the Leeds competiti on, the might expect further perforBusoni competitio n, the Mont- mances to be of a lesser nature,
real Internation al Competiti on however, the Septembe r Arts
and the Van Cliburn Interna- Festival simply gets better.
tional Competition.
His techni ue has b n
Members of the Elisa Monte Dance Company (Jack Mitchell photo)

Suz ann e Vega-S uni que vision
VEGA

By Gail Hendricks on
Suzanne Vega
Suzanne Vega
A&M Records
By-Gail Hendricks on
Suzanne Vega has been
coined as a beatnik folk singer
reminiscent of the 1960's. However, her debut album, entitled
"Suzanne Vega," goes far
- beyond this definition.
'ti

I

I

I

I

f

Her songs have the poetic or an eye. " She sings this song
quality of Bob Dylan, the idi- almost in a whisper, as if she
osyncratic flair of Laurie And- two has become a small object
erson, and the self-confessional ovserving the inside of pockets
lyrics of Joni Mitchell. Though and ~he lto_u\h of ~uman fingers
her songs evoke the style and turrimg Iler in thetr hands.
techniques of numerous other
The imagery in "Undertow "
artists, they are bound together is similarly striking. This time
by observatio ns t,h at touch us writing of love, Vega captures
all.
the intensity and obsessive
The first song, "Cracking ," passion of a lover's experience.
opens with Vega's half spoken, "I would swallow you whole/I
half sung lyrics recounting the would leave only bones and
pain of a heart that is "broken/ _ teeth."
That is worn out/ at the knees."
The album also contains some
Here, the lyrics are concise and rather straight f r ward
0
full of imagery, similar to the pop/folk songs such as "Straight
poetry of William Carlos Wil- Lines" and the single, "Marlene
Iiams or Ezra Pound.
On The Wall," the video which
Perhaps "Small Blue Thing" is receiving some prominen t
is the one song most represen- MTV air play. The song deals
tative of a William Carlos with a woman's search for
Williams poem. The lines are independe nce. Haunted by the
short, basic and simple (but not image of Marlene D!~tri_fh, she simplistic ). "Today I am/ a
~C!!!'!h-r"!'is_t_o..o"!'h_e...r .._O~'R~i~le·v.-..will appear with t e NHSO this e:veni~g
_, small blue_~h!~g/ Like a_n:iarble/ ..! VEGA, ~a.~e__ is_
_(Thea Dispeker photo)
-
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Am eri ca n art , an gs t an d Au ssi e an ge r

REM'·s third album, is their best
yet. Blending sixties folk ballads
with psychedelic, ominous rock
As Byrne recognizes m ··Koad
and roll, "Fables" is this week's
to Nowhere ," we may not know
number one selling album on
where we are going, but getting
campuses.
college
there is half the fun.
The album's eclectic flavor
stems from the songwri ting
·while such songs sometime s
efforts of all the band's
present a disturbin g vision of
members: singer Michael Stripe,
world,
alizing
deperson
vast,
a
guitaris t Mike Mills,
bass
the rest of the album smartly
drumme r Bill Berry, and guitundercuts these feelings.
arist Peter Buck.
On the country- flavored
Fables of the Reconstr uction
pas
Byrne
Love,"
of
s
"Creature
REM's first album without
is
never been more acidicly ironBy Jon Ekstrom
producer Mitch Easter, who did
and I
seen.sex
I've
ll,
ic-"We
little Creatures
the band's first two albums,
think/ it's alright" while his
Talking Heads
Murmur and Reckonin g. New
"h attt>mpts at soul
outl~ndi
S ice Rccocd3
Joe Boyd (who has
producer
from
quote
a
(even
rantings
for Pink Floyd _and
produced
"Ain't Too Proud To Beg"!) put
on) has given
.Thomps
Richard
facsimile.
farcical
him in
more rough- ·
fresher,
a
REM
Miller
Rather cheering is the fact By Jeffrey
Ever unpredictable, the Talksound.
edged
more
their
the
of
are
Sunset
wake
the
vocals
the
In
in
Sails
Byrne's
Heads,
Red
that
ing
"Fables" , Michael Stipe's
impossib ly successfu l concert comforta ble on this record than Midnigh t o ·i l
istically murky vocals
character
same
and
The
Sense
been.
ever
Making
they've
film, Stop
a Records
Columbi
much in evidence .
still
are
accompanying soundtrack, have goes for the rest of the band.
his voice's lack of
r
Howeve
Little
s
on
backward
numbers
the
step
a
wear
take
to
They
.
elected
does not draw
sound
e
distinctiv
into the realm of what band Creatures as easilty as an overaway froin the album, but adds
For those who think that
leader, David Byrne describes sized pair of men's briefs."
to its mystique . The music is
political rock died with The
as "tradition al song form."
enough on· its own and
strong
"Stay Up Late," the second Clash, witness Midnigh t Oil, a
For Little Creature s, their
blending voice becomes
Stipe's
band
the
presents
cut,
first
six-piece Australia n group that
latest album, the Talking Heads side's
another instrumen t.
like
glory.
down
strippedit's
all
in
in
down,
punk
of
strippedbest
the
the
in
matches
appear
Fables of the Reconstr uction
Byrne's lyrics · are at their vitriol, while surpassin g it in
core version of the tour origmal
carries with it a sense of the
idiosyncr atic best as the hilar- talent and technique.
members.
Georgian past. The most potent
To call Litde Creature s an ious story of a little boy who
The Oils, as they are known
(and popular) tune is "Can't Get
innovativ e album for the Talk- keeps the new baby in the house "down under," first garnered
Frorri Here," which desThere
had/
"Mommy
night.
at
stateawake
with
ing Heads is a delicate
state side attention in 1983,
a rural, southern town
cribes
A little baby/There he is/ Fast . the US release of the apocalyptic
ment.
get to. The song ends
to
hard
little
A
Just/
of
He's
number
a
asleep/
I'm certain that
LP, "10, 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1."
lly with a surprisin g
powerfu
people have come to the con- plaything / Why not/ Wake him
The album, the group's fourth
e and trumpet.
saxaphon
ve
innovati
up?"
the
Amerd
that
clusion
in Australia , introduce
Grow tne Rushes
"Green
rhythm
The Head's married
qualities about this Talking
ican listeners to the Midnigh t
tells of the toil of
which
Go,"
Chris
r
drumme
isn't
of
it
that
is
section
left-wing
album
Heads
Oil sound: strident
migrant workers, is among the
innovati ve. Instead it blends Frantz and Bassist Tina Wey- anthems delivered with all the
most obvious of the album's .
established song forms with The mouth display solid work subtlety of a truncheon blow.
folk songs.
on
rly
country
As evidenced by the cover of
Head's consumm ate craftsman - througho ut, particula
8" treats us to Geor"Driver
ion
"Televis
which
Late,"
Up
Sunset,"
the
"Stay
in
wit.
Sails
pervasive
"Red
and
ship
imagery. w~ hear
on
bucolic
gian,
syncopati
funk
Little Creature s makes no Man" and the
q~picts downtow n Sydney on
of the sky, blue bells, children,
the Day After, the group has ·
excuses: what it offers is nine of "Walk it Down".
and even a tree house under the
lost none of its fervor. The LP
exquisit~ly crafted songs of life,
pretense of a conducto r taking
Keyboar dist Jerry Harrison serves up fist-clenched diatribes
love and urban craziness. ·
a break.
"And She Was" kicks off the displays none of the flash ev- on everythin g fro·m Three Mile
"Wendel l Gee" goes to the
first side; an upbeat, straight- ident on the Head's '83 release, Island and multi-na tional corexbut
,
Tongues
in
limits of the country
Speaking
farthest
front1
with
New
of
coupled
ahead rocker
porations to the efforts
ballads. In the tale of a man who
man David Byrne's slightly hibits character istic versatilit y Zealand to ban atomic submadreams of a trunkless tree, REM
curved lyrics about a woman from his choppy synthesi zer ·rines from its harbors.
is bold enough to include a banjo
But although the subject
who levitates above the world washes on "And She Was" and
farfisa
the
to
Down"
it
"Walk
plucking country innocence.
remains
s
songs
gravitate
matter of the
as easily as Byrne
organ of "Road tq Nowhere ."
uncompro mising, the group has By Cathy McCarro n
The most moving song on the
from reality.
Little Creatb.res is an album modified its musical approach : Fables of the Reconstruction ·
aibum is "Feeling Gravity' s
The album is full of life's little
Pull," a haunting , heavy song.
struggles in the face of a world that rewards through it's pres- Some. cuts have a bit more REM
It begins with single, forboding
that insists on making sense. entation of simple, straightfo r- commerc ial gloss, while others
guitar notes and ends with a
Songs like "Give Me Back My ward songs that -sends the are intensifi ed (almost to the IRS records
Name," "Perfect World," Tel- spiritual/ artistic blood pumping ooint of overkill) by layers of
chilling stdng solo. The cello
evision Man" and the 80's th!:_ough the heart of The_T~k- __hornsLg~i~~~_and p~~~us_sio_n:___ . _ Fables of the Reconstruction, _ and bass bring sensual graveness
to the song.
The line, "Time and distance
are out of place here," is fitting,
for the song, like Fables of the
(continue d from page 17)
Reconstr uction, has a timeless
aura.
Emily
by
adaption
this
The very next day, this Sat- acting,
<continue d from page 17)
urday, the UNH student organ- Franke will feature a fabulous
izations, SCOPE and MUSO will set design, beautiful costuming, struggle s between poise and guitar. She wea_ves her ly~ics
present the Sine Nomine s!n~ and the direction of Arthur passion. With talk of cutting amongst. the st.rrngs such that
gers, a twenty-f our member Starch.
halr and eliminat ing lovers, _ the poetic qualtty of the songs __
page 17)
chorus of singers performi ng
Lines" gives voice to - is ~nhanced: The result ts an - -(continu ed from
:'Straight
Septhe
,
Next weekend
a program of music from the tember Arts festival climaxes other feminist issues. With eene, mystenou s, yet well flowsongs - ing collection of pieces.
Renaissance.
with two presenta tions. This upbeat choruses , both
tinues, "what we rieed is stab11Conducte d by founder Harry could very well be the tinest of easily stick in one's mind.
ity, old, steady realiable tunes,
of
es
influenc
John
the
pianists
Through
with
,
Saltzman
Another theme Vega introMonte Dance
Elisa
The
year.
the
to fall back on, like James Taylor.
sue_:
Cobb and John Lee, the Sine Company the The Beaux Arts duces into the album is the past performe rs, Vega has
form
song
a
creating
perform
in
will
ceeded
Singers
arNomine
Trio, both world reknown per- medieval world of shining
a variety of romantic songs form formers, whose accompl ish- mour and gallant knights as in that is innovativ e, sensual, and Mother's music, a very homey
unabashe dly poetic. She's a atmosphe re with the old songs
the 15th Century.
ments and prais·e are pheno- the song, "The Queen and the breath of fresh air.
The Singers have performe d - menal.
Soldier." This song has the
we heard when we were young."
before numerous college audienent and feel of a classic
arrangem
A full preview on these two folk tale. It tells the tragic story
ces and record such works as The
Wolf also added that the Cat
Music of Claudio Monteverdifor magnific ent groups will be of a soldier who falls in love with
Nip was a place where many of
the Musical Heritage Society forthcoming in The New Hamp- a queen, only to have her order
the UNH upperclas smen come
and the whimsic al Kissing, shire as the 20th and 21st him killed while he stands
apf>roaches. But until then, this waiting for her acceptan ce of
to "mellow out" .at the end of
Drinking and Insect Songs.
the day. Between the relaxed
Followin g this full weekend weekend holds more than his love.
atmosphe re of the Cat Nip and
of entertain ment, next week enough entertain ment to boggle
Through out all the songs,
the entertain ment, such as Brad
begins with Monday' s perfor- even the most entertain ment- Vega has a remarkab le way of
Wright offered, it was certainly
mance of the immortal Cyrano starved student. If at all possible, combinin g her poetic lyrics with
one of the more pleasant ways
de Bergerac, Edmund Rostand's take some time out to see at least , intriguing instrumen tals: Every
for students, both new and old,
classic 17th-cen tury play of one of these s'everal, sure to be - song includes Vega on acoustic "
to enjoy a mellow Wt:!dnesday
Tony award winner, John Cul- exceptio ns, perform ances in guitar, often accompa nied by
Septembe r that is sure to be long
night.
lum.
in
svmcl::iv
electric, slide, or
Apart from t~e _ extraordinary . remembe red at UNH,
anthem, "Road to Nowher e"
deals with the frustrati ng dilemmas of trying to establish
some forward momentu m, spiritual or otherwis e, in a backwards wor Id.

~.

---- ---- --A RT S--- ---- ----

ing· Heads.

.f

This change is r~flected in the
album's first two songs. "When
the Generals Talk" opens with
a dance club thump and moves
into a stinging indictme nt of
corporate imperiali sm. The end
product could be called "Tears
for Fears sings the best of Marx
and Engels."
The disco-lik e sound ot
"General s" is shattered by the
boisterou s bombast of "Best of
Both Worlds." The most uptempo number on the album,
this record features a call for
an inde_pendent At:stralia, dominated by neither East or West.
l'hts theme, along with an
obsession with impendin g nuclear destruction, are th~ lyrical
hallmark of vocalist Peter Garrett, an unsucces sful candidate
for the Australia n Senate. But
Garrett is no shrill orator.
Despite a limited vocal range,
he makes his performa nce compelling by alternatel y screaming,
moaning and grumblin g his
message.
Midnigh t Oil is also solid
instrume ntally. Drumme r Rob
Hirst's explosive work lays the
groundw ork for the screamin g
twin-gui tar attack of James
Imoginie and Martin Rotsey.
Don't look for this album to
ascend to the heights of Billboard's Top 10. Howeve r,
discrimi nating listeners who
like their message rock mitigated by melodicism may find "Red
Sails in the Sunset" to be one
of the year's most rewardin g
releases.

-------VEGA-----

-CA TNI P---
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AIOIOF
CAP lalNS OF INDUSTRY
STAii ED OUT AS ·
·SECOND LIEUTENANTS.

How can.you get the exp~rience
you need to succeed -in business?
These top executives started out
as A.rmy officers. Right out of college,
they were given the kind of responsi- ·bility most people in civilian life work
years for.
If you b~gin your future as an ·
Army officer, you could further your ca~
reer plans.
How do you become an Army
officer? A great way to get the training
you need is in Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that

will teach you leadership and ffianage . .
ment skills, and train you to handle real
challenges.
·
If you want to prepare for a
promising future in business, begin
your future as an Army officer, with
Army ROTC. You too might wind up-·a
captain of industry!
For more information, contact the Professor of Military Science on your

Rawleigh Warner, Jr., Chairman, Mobil Corp.

Earl G. Graves, Editor & Publisher
Black Enterprise Magazine.

. John G. Breen, Chairman, President & CEO
Sherwin-Williams Company

CONT ACT MAJOR TOM TAYLOR
ZAIS HALL 862-1078
t
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COMICS

--CIID--

, By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

T~E MOVIE IS OVER
WHEN THE POPCORN

IS F'INISMED

(continued from page 3)
CIID's financial affairs.
The three other former CUD
employees named in the suit are
Donald Moore, Harold Noel,
and Audrey Savage.
Donovan said settlement negotaions have been ongoing but
would not make any other .
comment.
Flygare said the complexity
of the case is the reason it has
taken so long for it to come to
court.

-SOROR ITY-

By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESB URY
OKAY, HERE

UM .. THAT3

W/3.60/ UH,
0Nf3.,·TIAJO,
7HR&e!
I

\\TUTU,"5/R.

I

(continued from page 3)
over that ceiling. We see alot
ot good girls and we don·t like
to disappoint them so we set
our quota a little higher," she
said.
Miller said t-hat all the sororities have been supportive and
the general feeling is that they
want more of them.

-ALCOH OL(continued from page 1)

By BERKE BREATHE D

BLOOM COUNTY
HIW~

VP/
:, OKllY...

l'/11 A nr?/ft/K/S[

Fl/Nl1T/C ANl?
Im HIJllCKING
IH/5 Cll8 .I

we &OT

11€Y... WHO//,,.
WH11T1S YOUR.
56€f, fflt. r

''81& Mf/Cf3':
F!i'l€S ...

\

H(tP/ I

f'OLIC6.

,. flf}STflfJ!

P/fnMA.(I

You can't cure colorectal
cancer if you don't know
you have it.
Call us.

I
t AMERICAN CANCER

co.

CHEEVER WOOD

ordinances - especially the new
ones," he s-aid.·
Michael Libby of Nick's Restaurant and Bar said the new
drinking age hasn't affected
them at all.Jodi's business hasn't
been affected by the new policies, they said. ·
" Since the crack down of
alcohol policies within the past
few years, things have not really
changed much at the University.
Now everyone else (Durham
Officials) is trying to catch up
with us," said Chesney. "I
welcome the change."

SOCE'TY'

By MICHAEL FRY
Nicks
Dining Room
Sept. 16- 21

Mon:
Lunch - Double Decker BLT
Dinner - Mushroom Steak
Mushroom

Tues:
Lunch - Monte Cristo Sandwich
Dinner - Ham Steak

By BILL SCHORR

CONRAD
l ALMOST

GOT MA~RIEt'

ONCE ....

HE t71t:'N'T APP~OVE

OF MY CAF<EER, SO
HE. CALLED OFF THE
WEDDING .•.

'/OU'r<E SITTING
ON HIM,,,

Wed:
Lunch - Mushroom Swiss Burgers
Dinner - Veal Parmesian

Thurs:
Lunch - Hot Meat Loaf Sandwich
Dinner - Herb Fried Chicken

Fri:
Lunch - Clam Roll
Dirner - Grilled Swordfish

Sat:
Dinner - Shrimp Scampi
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. BefOreyou make
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know · ·
what"you're t:tt ing int~.
.

If Fletcher Chri~tian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

.

.,,

.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
·assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone;'

I
I

1~

I

i

AT&T

The right choice.

PAGE TWENTY-TWO
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Help Wanted

J[ll]

Positions are now open on the Memorial
Union Board of Governors. Applications
available in Rm . 322, Student Activit ies
Office. MUB.
'
WANTED : Baby sitting in my home in
Portsmouth . 5 month old infant (cute!).
Mornings 8-12. Good job, good pay for the
right person . Jerry Howe 2-1700 or 4314101.
Get a head start on your research paper
at TASk 's three-part minicourse . Workshops will be presented in Defining a topic
and developing a thesis statement Thurs.,
Sept. 19; Accessing information in the
library, Thurs.: Sept . 26; and organizing
and writing the research papaer, Thurs.,
Oct. 3. All sessior1s run from 12:30-2:00
and will be held in the Forum Room Floor
C of Dimond Library.

CLASSIFIED-

VW Bus - 1974, 18,000 miles on rebuilt
engine, runs well inspected thru Dec. seats
seven, storage box converts to bed , 22
MPG, good steel radials, minor rust repairs
in progress. $1400. Call 659-3526 after
6:00 pm.

1975 VW Bus, 7 passenger, orange, good
engine, regulas gas, all season radials,
AM/FM stereo, 4-speed, everything works,
California car - only two NH winters, some
dents, asking $1500, can bring to campus, ,
Madbury 749-2496.
ATTENTION ART MAJORS!! The UNH
Faculty Center would like to display your
art work free of charge in our dining room.
Please contact Chris at 862-1320 or 8681672 by Sept. 25.
SAVE MONEY. Write your own professonal
looking resume with line-by-line instruction
kit. To receive send $5 to SECRETARY,
13 Old Landing Road, Durham, NH 03824
Help Wanted

Positions are now open on the Memorial
Union Board of Governors. Applications
available in Rm . 322, Student Activities
Office, MUB.

SMALL JOBS DONE. Cellege student with
a truck can do: Moving & hauling, rubbish
removal, landscaping and other ood jobs.
Call Mal 659-2909.

Dishwasher I Prep person: Duties include
cleaning restaurant, dishwashing and
prepping, for salad bar. No experience
necessary. $4 .00 per hour. Apply after 2
p.m. at Hannon's Restaurant, 16 Third St.
Dover.

Musical Theatre for Singers and Dancers
- a 6 week course in Durham - beginning
Monday Sept. 30 from 7 to 9:30 - Limited
enrollment. Call 868-5669.

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk
Center is taking applications for Tutor I Counselors to Work 7-10 hrs/week during 8586. Must be interested in academics an.d
have a good GPA . You will be trained.
$3.75-$4.40 an hour. Call 2-3698 or stop _,
by Richards House for an application by
9/18
WORK STUDY position available. Typing,
filing, campus deliveries, working with the
campus judicial system an the Greek
system in the Student Affairs Allied Programs office in Huddleston Hall. Please
call Jane at 862-2050
Children 's Workship seeking person for
after school care M-F 2:15-5:30 or until
last child leaves. Must have a car; experience with 3-6 year olds. School vacations
off-work through mid June . Excellent
career opportunity in established innovative
school. $4-4.50/hr. Resume Box 153 Rt
4 Barrington 03825, or 868-2920 days, 1332-9448 evenings
Attendant needed for handicapped person.
$5.00/.hr. In Dover on Dari-Van route, meals
included. Call Ron at 742-3541

[_~ i~Waist-high refrigerator for sale. Excellent
working condition. Plenty of room for lots
of liquid refreshments. $100 or best offer.
Call C. Brae~ 868-1314.

1976 Kawasaki, KH400 green. Very good
condition, 3 cyl. 2 stroke. $500, call 6592889.
65 Valiant $250 runs well, new front tires,
·snows on rear, AM/FM, new master
cylinder, new radiator, new front shcoks.
"Slant six." call Hue at 659-5017 anytime,
best in evenings.
1976 Triumph TR7 blue victory edition,
new brake, clutch, rear end, AM/FM stereo,
A/C Priced to sell fast at $1,000. Call Rob
at 659-2678
1974 Olds Cutlass Vista Cruiser Runs good.
Has PS. PB, A/C, AM/FM stereo /tape &
sunroof. $700 Call 617-356-3306 after 6
pm
1975 VW Bus. 7 passenger, orange, good
engine, regulas gas. all season radials,
AM/FM stereo, 4-speed, everything works,
California car - only two NH winters, some
dents, asking $1500, can bring to campus,
Madbury 749-2496
VW Bus 197 4, 18,000 miles on rebuilt
engine, runs well inspected thru Dec. seats
seven storage box converts to bed . 22
MPG, good steel radials, minor rust repairs
in progress. $1400. Call 659-3526 after
6:00 pm
DIABLO 1620 letter quality computer
printer with keyboard. 45 cps at 1200 baud
and ETX/ ACK hand shaking . IBM PC
compatible and does all special printing
functions with wordstar. Can be used as
terminal at 300 baud . Installed on your
computer with full one month warranty for
only $475.00 Please call 664-2787 and
leave your name and telephone rrumber.
Thank you.
1976 Kawasaki KH400 green, very good
condition, 3 cyl. 2 stroke $500, call 6592889.

Work study positions availabe for UNH
Faculty Center - dishwashers, sandwichmakers, bartenders, waitresses, cashiers.
Call 862-1320 or apply in person.
Musical Theatre for Singers and Dancers
- a 6 week course in Durham - beginning
Monday Sept. 30 from 7 to 9:30 - limited
enrollment. Call 868-5669.
Work study positions available for UNH
Faculty Center - dishwashers, sandwichmakers, bartenders, waitresses, cashiers.
Call 862-1320 or apply in person.
Musical Theater for Singers and Dancers
- a 6 week course in Durham - Beginning
Monday Sept. 30 from 7 to 9:30 - Limited
enrollment. Call 868-5669.
Work Study positions available for UNH
Faculty Center - dishwashers, sandwichmakors. bartenders, waitresses, cashiers.
Call 862-1320 or apply in person.
QEC VT-1 01 industry standard terminal.
Like new condition with ne month warranty.
$695.00 Please call 664-2787 and leave
your name and number. Thank you.

1978 Honda Civic Cvcc. Standard transmission, bikerack, sheepskin seatcovers,
AM/FM radio, excellent mpg, exc. condition
$600. Call; John 749-0830. This is a perfect
car for campus.

I~

I~

Ind R•Pllrs

Tutor Wanted: to teach Mandarin Chinese,
two or three sessions per week. Call Mike
at 868-1005 or 659-6160
SORORITY RUSH : Pre registration in Dining
Halls Sept. 11 & 12. (11-1 pm, 4-6 pm) Info
night-Sept. 15 at 6 pm in Granite State
Room in the MUB. Go GREEK!
Cube refrigerator for sale New! Call Karen 868-2230

$80, Almost

WILLIE! Are you glad to be back at UNH
or would you rather be exploring the
outdoors? I've been trying to track you
down. Give me a call. NIF 749-3751
Start your Career Now-Earn money and
work on Fortune 500 companies' marketing
programs on campus. Part-time (Flexible)
hours each week. We give references. Call
1-800-243-6679
Position open: Production and Se9urity
Director for the Memorial Union Student
Organization . fnquire at the MUSO office
Rm 148 in the MUB
Enjoy meeting attractive WOMEN? Like
to travel? can you sing? Check out the New
Hampshire Gentelmen, an a cappela
singing group. For more info contact Ernie
Mills 862-1592
Attention singers! The New Hampshire
Gentlemen, a men's a cappella singing
group, will be having auditions soon. For
more information, contact Ernie Mills, Gibbs
113, 862-1592

--Pe-rsonlls_l~l
SUE IN D2!!!. ..You're the b---s!!! HAPPY
B.DAY!! Love; Lisa , Lori, Sharon, Brenda,
and Larry.
Hi Thomas!!! I miss you-can't wait for Spring
Break ! Florida-here I come!! Love you very
much!! Lisa xo.
LOST black setter-lab mix dog, Nicky! Ran
away with chain & collar with 2 tags. Circle
area - Sept 2. REWARD-contact Sub Stop
868-2009.

Caleman, Steve, Larry, P.J. Denise, Paula._;
Mary, Marnie, Kurt, Aveen, Mary, Beth, Alex,
Eileen, Janet, Jen, Carin, (Did I forget
someone?) You all made my 20th a very
special one. I can't thank you enough . I
love you all. Kath

Hey Guard! On Saturday let's CHILL and
DON'T STRESS, but always KEEP DRESSING YOUR LINES! Also: J.K., D.R., L.D.,D.B.
and V.R., don't be too hung for practice.
Your stressed out leader.
To all UNH women' BEWARE of the driver
of the RED BEAMER!!! He's BAD news!
Dennis, Braig, Lisa, Randy, Amy, Erik, Patty,
Kelly, Pete C. Miriam, Maureen, Lynn, Pete
W., Carleen , Roger, and Carl: You Guys
are the b---s! Christensen Staff and Dorm
Rule! Love ya, Marla
SORORITY RUSH: Pre registration in Dining
Halls Sept. 11 and 12 ( 11-1 : 4-6) Info night,
Sept. 15 at 6 pm in the Granite State Room
in the MUB. Go Greek!
LOST: One teddy bear, 3 feet high and cute
as a button. Last seen in a box headed for
San Diego. If found please give him to me,
two people miss him muchissimost.
Hi Ann, you say I never do, but now I have.
Hamburger helper sometime? Did you
know you were the "Special Friend"?
See the U.S.!! I'm driving to California and
am in desperate need of someone to ride
with me (it's a long trip!) Departing 9/26/85.
Cati Kara for more info.! (207) 363-4354.
ATIENTION tVERYONE: Eddie and Jeannine got engaged under the Tappan Zee
Bridge on Sept. 8, 1985. Praise the Name
of Jesus because it's Jesus that's between
us!!!
KATE - ooo.la,la
See the U.S.!!! I'm driving to California and
am in desperate need of someone to ride
with me (it's a long trip!) Departing 9/26/85.
Call Kara for more info.! (207) 363-4354
To Joelle: Welcome back to UNH! We really
miss you - but we'll make up for it this
weekend! Hope this is the best birthday
ever! Happy Birthday! Love, Mary & Karen
ATIENTION EVERYONE: Eddie and Jeannine got engaged under the Tappan Zee
Bridge on Sept. 8, 1985. Praise the Name
of Jesus because it's Jesus that's between
us!!!
Hi Dear, want to sleep over tonight?? Love,
me
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TEDDY BEAR - I assumed too much, too
fast...but now it·is ·in perspective. Hope to
see your around . You good FRIEND, t.he
OLDER MAN with the ?O's music
Eric-here's to spending this next year
together and sharing lots of good times
and lots of good love. Good luck at WHS
you'll be the best teacher ever! And in your
spare free moments, how 'bout some
huggin' and kissin'? I LOVE YOU. PEGGY
HEY CUTIE- Please come back soon. I miss
you very much.
ATIENTION ALL INTERVARISTY ENTHUSIASTS!! IVCF will be holding their meetings
on Wednesdays at 6:30 in Horton 304 for
the rest of this semester. See you all there.
CAMBRIDGE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
SUMMER 1985! Let's meet at Tin Palace.
Thursday the 12th at 7:00 to re-hash old
ties and memories.
Reward for return of pictures stolen off my
motorcycle on Schoolhouse Lane: 13 sets
of my one and only trip to Europe: Please
contact Jeff Coffin, Music Dept, Paul Arts.
Mortar Board will be having a raffle at .
Saturday's football game. Members wishing
to participate should call Dave at 868-5928
for more information. Meeting Sunday night
at 7. See ad in Today's New Hampshire
for details.
·
Debbie, Happy Birthday. Hope you had
a great day. I'm really excited about our
anniversary . It will tre an outreageous
evening, to say the least. Your passion
drives me wild. Love, Evan.
Lisa, I couldn't of live_without the jelly beans
on the birthday cake. It was a true work
of art! We should pop more champagne
bottles, but next time in the movie theatre.
Hope to see you soon. Daniel.
Ray-dog, The stompers are playing tonight
wanna go see if we can better our drinking
record. Who knows how much corn we'll
go through.
Kathy, I miss you horribly . Hop a Popl's
and come visit. Budsle forever. Jon.
Pots for sale on Main Street today! All
Pottery only $5. Stop by and see us.
Kevin, YOU ARE DEEPLY MISSED.
Jon, Definately have to make Dunkin
Donuts sometime next week . Make sure
you get my number right next time!!! I'll stop
by sometime, it you promise I won't get
a cold. Scott

1974 Old Cutlass Vista Cruiser Runs good.
Has PS, PB, A/C, AM/FM stereo/tape and
sunroof. $700 call 617-356-3306 after 6

pm.
1975 VW Bus, 7 passenger, orange, good
engine. regular gas. all season radials.
AM/FM stereo, 4-speed, everything works,
California car - only two NH winters, some
dents. asking $1500, can bring to campus,
Madbury 749-2496
VW ·Bus-1974, 18,000 miles on rebuilt
engine, runs well inspected thru Dec. Seats
seven. storage box converts to bed, 22
MPG. Good steel radial, minor rust repairs
in progress. $1400. Call 659-3526 after
6:00 pm
1976 Triumph .TR7 blue victory edition,
new brakes, clutch, rear end. AM/FM
stereo, A/C priced to sell fast at ~1000 .
Call Rob at 659-2678
Waist-high refrigerator for sale. Excellant
working condition. Plenty of room for lots
of liquid refreshment. $100 or best offer.
Call C. Brace 868-1314.
MOVING must sell!! 1976 Saab 99GL, fuel
injection.standard . New brakes. No rust.
Dependable. Call 742-3764.
Rug for sale- 7x12 Rose-colored shag rug.
Good condition. Good for dorm room. Call
868-5843 Brenda.
For Sale: Surfboard by Carl Hayward, 5'11"
with dual thrusters . One year old in
excellent condition . Need $$ for books.
Call 868-5406 ask for Elizabeth or Cheryl.
1977 Plymouth Volare Station Wagon.
Runs. $450 or beat offer.207-384-5709.
Honda 1978 400cc hawk, 13k miles, many
extras, must sell, $500 or best offer. 8622088, days. 742-1816 eves.
1978 Honda Civic. Good condition-well
cared for. $500.00. Call after 5pm before
8:30. Suzanne 749-6391.
Upright player piano-Baldwin parts. Best
offer- Must sell. Call after 5pm before 8:30.
Suzanne 749-6391 .
I'm moving out. I need to sell my car- a
Toyota Corona, 1968- as soon as possible.I
am selling it for $500 but, I will take any
other otters. CALL ANNA 742-2127 from
8:30-11pm.

(Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment)- 1s looking to fill the
positions of

p
•Managing artists and contract negotiations
· • Coordinatin_g and presiding over all meetings
•Public spokesman
•Dealing with all technical demands and requirements
for the performances
•Production organization
• Maintainances of stage crew

Applications can be picked up outside Rm. 146 and are
due
Sept. 20th, 19'85.
Interviews
begin
Sept. 23rd
with training immediately upon hiring

EE. A PART OF THfS GREAT ORGANf2ATfON~
*This is a- compensated Position*
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.T heta Chi Fra tern ity
,Zeta Chap ter

.

I

ex
OPEN RUSH Sept. 16 & 18 at 8:00 PM
.

The most Exciting Fraternity
on campus not only has .
the highest CUM
but also:
•New House
• Competative lntramurals
•Little Sister Programs
•Over 200 chapters nationally
•Scholarsh ips
•and lots more
Stop by anrj See'

i

•
I

l
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

t

•I

••• I
•
••• lj
•
••• l
•
••• I
•

by-zeek

the mailman'S fear as
he opened -the gate. _I t was f;~e a
warm stench in -fhe air--So thick you
I

I·
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sen5ed

could cut ;+ wi-lh a knife. Suddenly,
I .felt myself 9rowin3 diz.zx_--as ;f
-fhe fear- was some powerful dn13.1he
ent·re yard beJan reef;n9. And -fhen

1 heard his sof1j plump calves be9in
callir>J lo me: II Zeeeeeeeeek . . .
Zeeeeeeeek. .. bite us, Zeeeeek .. .
llUU us SS ... I/

*Sept. 13th: 5:00-7:00
Fall Preview
Open House

••• l

*Sept. 15th & 22nd :

• I

Beginner's knitting workshop

l
I1 -

*Sept. 29th: Icelandic Sweater
Workshop
*Call or come in for details!

1

THF YARN BASKET
18 Ladd St Portsmouth NH 4) 1-030 1

ALPHA ZETA
IMPORTANT
MEETING

!!!JOBS!!!
UPWARD BOUND

l

'

TUTOR- COUNSELORS
*Work with high school students.
*Applications & info.
at Robinson House, 862-1562.

*7-10 hours per week.
*Work-study preferred.
*Applications due 9/17.

Monday, September 16
7 pm Merrimack Rm .• MUB
Refreshments will be served.

It's not to late to __ order The Boston
Globe. For just $1. 40 a week you can have
The Boston Globe delivered to
your door on campus

I
I

J

1

11
MUSO offers courses
in BASIC and Advanced
photography.
Darkrooms are available for
general use.
Cost: $3S.OO for class
(includes semester
darkroom use.)

Every day in the Globe, you'll find up-to-date news, lively
featu~es, provacative columns and the · best sports
coverage around. Plus, on Thursdays, you can count on
Calendar Magazine, the Globe's weekly lesiure-tirne
guide, to put the entire Boston entertainment scene right
at your fingertips.

I
!

I
f

I
Ij
l

All subscriptions payable in advance by semester.
Students with varying starting dates may have their
subscriptions prorated. No delivery during school
holidays or final exams period.

I

·!
i

I

;!

$25.00 darkroom use only
(chemicals supplied.)
Color darkroom facilities are available and workshops in .
color processing will be offered according to interest.

I

Daily & Sunday $16.95
Daily Only $10.95
Sunday Only $6.00

·I

Orders must be received by Sept. 14

'.!

l

I

Campus Representative
Mark Powers
10-12 Mill Rd., (Acacia)
Durham, NH
Orders can be sent through campus mail or ca/1868-9609 or 2-2713

Contact Don or Brook in the MUSO office MUB Rm. 148,
862-1485
fpr more info.

''The Globe's here!''

Registration thru Friday, Sept. 13.
"'
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MUCh-improved UNH -x -country
By Robert Arsenault
Dedication, a new training
program and enthusiasm on the
part of the athletes involved
promises to make the '85 men's
cross-country team one of the
best in recent years.
Coach Jim Boulanger said that
after last year's 3-8 season,

several members of the team
came to him and asked for a
more structured program.
"The kids asked me for more
structure," said Boulanger. "Until this year people were getting
away with more than they
should. Now everything is mandatory."

Co-captains Jeremy King and
Scott Rhodes, both seniors, will
lead the 31 member team, the
largest io four years.
"I think we' re going to do very
well," said Rhodes, who has a
brother, Brian, also on the team.
"We have a lot of freshmen who
are looking good and we're

m~n

race today

bound to have good grouping
because of the number of people
running. Rhodes said the new
training system was working
well because "people are pushing each other, everyone is
showing up for practice and
we're more together as a unit."
"The season looks very good
right now," said King. "Our
biggest strength is the number
of returnees." In fact, 15 of last
year's performers are back.
"This team could be better than
we've had since I've been here."
The top group of runners on
the squad consist of six upperclassmen. They are: King, Aaron Lessing, Joe Miles, who is
also a cross-country skier, Scott
Rhodes, Kevin Garceau and
junior Jim McKenzie. Boulanger
quickly added, however, that
Brad Laprise, Peter Hammer
and Dan Bustard could challenge
for a top seven spot on the team.
The coach also added that
along with the training switch,
both he and the team have
adopted a new philosophy about
competition.
"I was coaching to be cautious

and that is how the team was
running. Now, no one holds
back. They said if we lose,we
want to lose with dignity and
they'll bust their humps to
accomplish it. The changes in
this program have come from
the kids themselves."
Last year the Wildcats finished 15th in the New England
Championship meet and third
in the Easterns. Boulanger said
the team could finish between
eighth and tenth "if we have
a great day and we're planning
on it."
A new meet that has been
added to the men's schedule is
the ECAC North Atlantic Championships which will be held
in Dorchester at Franklin Park
on October 26. In this meet, the
harriers will face teams from
Siena, Colgate, Niagara and
other in conference schools.
The first meet of the year will
be at home this afternoon at
3:30 p.m. in the College Woods.
The men will face Bates and
Central Connecticut on the
8,000 meter course.

----W.TENNIS--- (continued from page 28)
i

,.
I

2 at #1 doubles, and UNH's
Chris Stanton and Megan Reed
similarly disposed of their opponents at second doubles.
Michele Phaneuf and Laura
Hebert had a tougher time in
their match, but finally overcame Vermont's Paula Kelly and
Jen Shriner, 6-7 (3-7 in tie
The men's x-country seniors.(left to right)Brad Laprise, Aau~n Lessing, Kevin Garceau, break~r), 7-5, 7-5.
Jeremy King, Kevin Cuff, Steve Minick and Scott Rhodes.(Robert Arsenault photo)
Injuries have also plagued the

RUSH SIGMA NU

BEST OVERALL FRATERNITY
1984 GREEK AW ARDS
.TUESDAY & THURSDAY
SEPT. 17 & 19
_2 Strafford Ave.

team, as they have lost Debby
Rinaldi to a foot ailment. "It's
a tough injury for us to have as
Debby definitely would have
helped us out," added McCurdy.
UNH returns to action today
against Bowdoin, and is hoping
to improve its strength in
doubles. The team is young and
somewhat inexperienced, but
will definitely be competitive.
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.Women's soccer .team in first varsity season
By Robin Stieff
The initial season at the
varsity level for the UNH
women's soccer team gets under
way at Stonehill College tomorrow.
The Wildcats displayed their

athletic prowess in preseason in those matches. Although
action against Merrimack and . defeated by New Hampshire
Bates where they emerged vic- College in a recent scrimmage
torious 4-0 and 3-1.
the Wildcats put forth their
First year coach Marjorie strongest game thus far.
Anderson does not feel the team
The members of the team
played up to its full potential credit Coach Anderson, of

Massachusetts. and the University of Connecticut. She anticipates close matches.
Although all the players have
shown excellent potential for
the '85 season, fans should be
on the lookout for returning
seniors Margie Arnold and Lyn
Holzman, who are noted for
their athletic talent and leadership qualities. Freshman Carolyn Beckendorff and Peck
work well together and have a
keen eye for o·p en spaces and
set up plays·well.
Against Stonehill, the Wildcats hope to capitalize on the
strong kicking and accurate
positioning of Amy Farquhar
and Julie Conley. Forward Nell
Gharibian's outstanding control
of the ball should also be an
asset.
The only weakness that Anderson sees is that fourteen of
the twenty-four players are
freshmen. "The majority of the
team has no college experience,
though the players do come
from strong high school backgrounds. It is h__ard to predict
how they will fare, in any case,
it will be a learning experience."
With the large number of first
year players, the coach is looking
forward to a very strong team
in the coming years.
Coach Anderson predicts that
the team's toughest games will
be against the University of
Vermont, Dartmouth, UConn,
Harvard, Boston College and
UMass, all of which are ranked
in the New England Poll's Top
Ten.
Whatever the competition,
Anderson hopes that the team,
individually and collectively, will
sup~ort and encourage one
another to play the best soccer
possible. She hopes for a .500
season but as long as the team
continues to improve,. the Wild- is working well and playing to
cats will turn in a highly sue- . their capability, it will all be ·
worthwhile.
cessful season.

Prides Crossing, MA, for their
spirit and excitement. "Coach
is so enthusiastic, she gives us
constructive criticism and, as
players, we respect her a great
deal," says sophomore Dawn
Peck.
Anderson played varsity
soccer for the University of
Massachusetts and is currently
on the women's United States
lacrosse team. Mary Alice Bastian and Laura Sturgeon, both
of whom played on the UNH
dub team for four years, will
be Anderson's general assistants.
The Wildcat's strength appears to be in their physical
strenth and their ability to
communicate. Coach Anderson
and 'the players themselves feel
that the team spirit, perhaps
a product of becoming a varsity
team, has inspired an atmosphere In which each individual
gives 100% of their energy.
Teammates challenge one another in practice encouraging more
aggressive play.
Senior Kim Shaw, a club
player for three years prior to
the team's varsity status, notices
a change in the group's attitude.
"Everyone is more competitive,
we have much more depth."
Shaw added that the second
string players are quite strong
in comparison to past seasons
when there were only a few
substitutes.
In the coming games, Shaw
believes that the Wildcats will
be a great challenge for more
established
teams such as BosThe Wildcat women's soccer team opens its regular season tomorrow against Stonehill College.(file
ton College, the University of
photo)

UNH men's soccer ·team battles B.C.
By Pat Graham
The old saying goes, 'All
things get better with age, like
a fine wine'. Well, tonight the
UNH men's soccer Wildcats
hope to inaugurate their 'sweet
sixteenth' season of play with
a victory over the Boston College Eagles at beautiful Alumni
Stadium dn the campus of B.C.
Last season, the Wildcats earned
a hard fought 1-1 tie with the
Eagles.
This will be an important year
for the UNH soccer team, as the
Wildcats have been on the verge
of becoming one of the better
teams in New England. For
years, the problem has been a
lack of scoring power, but th-ings
should be different this year.
. Over the past few years, the
'Cats have probably lost more
1-0 and 2-1 games than any
school in history, but things took
a turn for the better last season
and things appear .much brighter for the 1985 campaign.
The Wildcats posted a 5-81 record last year under second
year coach Ted Garber, but this
year, Coach Garber has reason
to be optimistic. He only lost
three men off of last year's

squad, goaltender Adam Chidekel, and fullbacks Mike Neff
and Scott True. That means that
this year's team has had much
experience playing together.
The Wildcats scoring attack
should be led by senior Adrian
Pfisterer and junior Peter Spiegel. Pfisterer led the 'Cats in
scoring last season with seven
goals and four assists. Spiegelhad three goals and two assists
in a season cut short by an injury.
Adding to the attack will be
junior speedster Seth Worcester
and sophs Jeff Bergholtz and
Dafren Corini.
Spiegel should spearhead the
midfield crew along with Steve
Bracy, Tom Cloutier and Mike
Pompian. Jack Sebastian and
Rob Ricard are the lone experienced fullbacks.
The goaltending duties will
be taken care of by junior Dave
Barlow. Barlow came in to
replace the injured Chidekel in
the fifth game last season and
did a remarkable job in the final
ten games posting a decent 1.5 3
goals against average including
. some superb play in a thrilling
2-1 victory over Rhode Island
_in the final game that ended the

llams playoff hopes.
If UNH can find some more
help defensively, and Barlow

----M.TENNIS--- (continued from page 28)
cou pie of other teams like
l ..\L1ss and Boston College it
will be easier.
'"I know that we're good I just
Jon't know how good yet," he
said.
The Wildcats get an oppor-

run ity to show how good they
are Sunday when they host
Providence Colle~e at noon.
However, as far as Palumbo is
concerned there is no question.
..This is going to be the best
season yet."
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Senior Shaun Hassett(above.) won his singles match against the University of Rhode Island
Wednesday. The Wildcats prevailed 7-2.(file photo)
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Sports
Wild cat footh all squa d open s seas on
By Steve Langevin
Comparing 1984 season records, UNH (9-,2) and Lafayette
(5-5), and recalling that UNH
beat the Lafayette Leopard
football squad 21-7, Saturday's
opener appears destined to be
an easy Wildcat victory, but the
Lafayette team that will enter
Cowell Stadium at 1 pm is vastly
different from the team the
· Wildcats defeated a year ~go.
Last season the UNH defense
was the key in the Wjldcat win,
limiting the Leopard offense
to just 126 yards on the ground
and 13 3 yards passing. However
this year the defense will be
facing a 'new look' offense from
Lafayette.
At the end of last season
Lafayette replaced starting quarterback Dean Rivera with freshman Jim Johnson and switched
from the one-back offense, ·
featuring All-American Ryan
Priest, to the I-formation. The
result of those changes was a
28-7 drubbing of.a good Lehigh
team.
In ad4ition this season they
have moved their starting tight
end for the past three seasons,
Craig Parson, into the fullback
spot to open holes for Priest
who rushed for 1,111 yards last
season, and switched defensive
lineman Steve Dunbar (6-2, 275
lbs.) to the offensive line which
averages more than 260 pounds
per man.
"They' re going to come right
after us," says UNH defensive
line coach Junie Carbonneau.
"We're going to have to button
our chin straps and go at them."
"They present a challenge to
our defense because they have
the ability to mix it up and they
aren't afraid to throw in a lot
of trick plays, such as split end
reverses, halfback passes and
split end passes off the reverse,"
says Carbonneau. "HavingJohnson at quarterback causes problems too because he is a big boy,
6-3, 200 lbs., who runs and
thro~s well. We are going to
'

have to contain him because he
like to run sprint outs."
However, the UNH offense
will cause its share of problems
too, mainly in the form of
tailback Andre Garron. Against
Lafayette last season Garron
rushed for a season high 228
yards and three touchdowns.
The offensive line is again one
of the strong points of the
Wildcat team, so expect the ·
Wildcats to use it to their
advantage as much as they can.
Another problem presented
to the Lafayette defense is the
passing potential of first year,
starting qu(!.rterback Rich Byrne.
Byrne has been impressive in
preseason workouts and completed 10 of 13 passes in the
scrimmage against Yale last
week. He will be looking for
tight end Tom Flanagan and
receivers Mike Robichaud and
Bill Farrell. Flanagan pulled in
15 catches last year and is a big
target to shoot at. Robichaud
got a lot of playing time last
season while Farrell just nailed
down a starting job in the
scrimmage against Yale.
"This will be a good game
because Lafayette is a wellcoached, solid Division I-AA,"
said Carbonneau. "I think both
teams will be in the running for The -U NH football team takes on Lafayette tomorrow at 1 pm at Cowell Stadium. UNH defeated
Lafayette 21-7 last season.(file photo)
a post season play-off berth."
1

UNH men' s tenn is team thum ps Ram s
By Steve Langevin
·Wildcat winners, losing the first
It was as easy one, two, three, set 6-3 before winning the next
four, five for the Wildcat men's two 6-3, 6-2. The other four
tennis squad Wednesday as they singles ~inners Dave Hall,
won the first five singles Shaun Hassett, Dave Palumbo
matches on their way to a and Christian Seibert, lost only
season-opening 7-2 romp over eleven games between them.
the lJ niversity of Rhode Island The lone singles setback for
i.n Ki ngston,R.I.
UNH came at sixth singles
UR l has perennially had one where URI's John Zemsky deof the best teams in New Eng- feated freshman Jason Neuman
land hut Wednesday belonged 6-3, 6-4.
"I looked down the courts and
to the Wildcats. Number one
player T.J. Hyman had the saw Christian pounding shots
toughest match of any of the past his opponent, Dave P~lum-
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The Old Grad is back again, ready to test the prediction skills of The
New Hampshire staff as well as the guest of the week. If the Old Grad
loses to this week's guest Larry Favinger., sports editor of The Portsmouth
Herald, he will donat~ $50 to the l!NH 100 Club.

bo playing his style and everyone else playing really well,"
said UNH coach Bob Berry.
"Everyone played aggressively,
much more so than the URI
players ...
"\'{'inning a match just in
singles play against a team of
Rhode Island's caliber is just
unreal," said Berry. "I hope I
get to enjoy that feeling many
more times t-his season."
Although the doubles
matches didn't mean anything
to the final outcome of the
match UNH continued its
strong play by winning two of
the three matches. Hyman and
Hassett lost in three sets at #1
doubles, but the teams of Palumbo and Seibert and Hall _a nd

LaPierre won their
m.nches to account for the final
- ~ score.
The fact that the Wildcats
have been doing double sessions
for a week may have been a big
p:irt of the reason for their
success. They played singles in
the morning and worked on
ll1H1bles at practice in the afternoon.
''The kids were really sharp
and ready for this match," said
Berry. "I think the double
sessions had a lot to do, with it."
Because it was the first match
for both teams Berry said it is
hard to tell just how good his
team is, but after URI plays a
l)t:.in

M.TENNIS, page 27

Wom en's t·e nnis
· dum ps Verm ont
By Chris Urick
UNH had a tough time in the
It .all came down to the last singles, winning only two of the
match of the day for the UNH six matches. Senior Ami Walsh·
women's tennis team in their (returning for her senior year
season opening match against after a semester at sea) and Mijal
Vermont. The result couldn't posted the only victories for
have been more exciting, as Judy UNH. Walsh, one of the top
Mijal posted a 7-5, 7-5, (8-6 in players in New England, easily
the tie breaker) victory at fourth dispensed of Vermont's Dawn
single to give UNH the victory. terguson 6-U, 6-L.
If singles may be a problem
'Judy did an excellent job in
the tie breaker," said head coach for UNH, doubles may definiteRuss McCurdy who was ob- ly be the strength of the team
viously excited at the outcome. as they swept their way through
"We're a young team, and we're all three matches . Jennifer ·
somewhat inexperienced. This Radden and Dianna Fischer
victory is definitely going to toppled Vermont's Carolyn
help us in the long run," he Brown and Sue Berman 6-3, 6added.
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